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ABSTRACT
How can we encourage end-user acceptance of expert recommended cybersecurity and privacy (S&P) behaviors? We
review prior art in human-centered S&P and identifed three
barriers to end-user acceptance of expert recommendations:
(1) awareness: i.e., people may not know of relevant security
threats and appropriate mitigation measures; (2) motivation:
i.e., people may be unwilling to enact S&P behaviors because, e.g., the perceived costs are too high, and (3) ability;
i.e., people may not know when, why, and how to efectively
implement S&P behaviors. These three barriers make up
what we call the “Security & Privacy Acceptance Framework”
(SPAF). We then review and critically analyze prior work
that has explored mitigating one or more of the barriers
that make up the SPAF. Finally, using the SPAF as a lens,
we discuss how the human-centered S&P community might
re-orient to encourage widespread end-user acceptance of
pro-S&P behaviors by employing integrative approaches
that address each one of the awareness, motivation, and
ability barriers.
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1
Introduction

Cybersecurity and privacy (S&P1 ) unlock the full potential of computing. Use of encryption, authentication, and access control, for example,
allows employees to correspond with professional colleagues via email
with reduced fear of leaking confdential data to competitors or cybercriminals, parents to share photos of children with remote loved ones
over the Internet with reduced fear of this data reaching the hands of
unknown strangers, and anonymous whistleblowers to share information
about problematic practices in the workplace with reduced fear of being
outed. Conversely, failure to employ appropriate S&P measures can
leave people and organizations vulnerable to a broad range of threats.
In short, the security and privacy decisions we make on a day-to-day
basis determine whether the data we share, manipulate, and store online
is protected from theft, surveillance, and exploitation. It is unsurprising,
therefore, that the compromising of weak security and privacy practices
remains the central tenet for a professional cybercrime industry which —
We use the term cybersecurity and privacy to encapsulate the broad concept
of protecting digital resources and data from intruders. Cybersecurity is commonly
abbreviated to just “security”, and so throughout this document we use S&P as
shorthand for “cybersecurity and privacy.” We use this short-hand in various ways,
typically as a descriptor: e.g., S&P threats, S&P behaviors, and S&P tools.
1
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Figure 1.1: Cybercrime is estimated to cause over $1 trillion USD in damages to
the global economy, and much of it is enabled by human error. Yet, user acceptance
and adoption of expert-recommended security and privacy behaviors remains low.
There remains an immense opportunity for impact by improving end-user acceptance
and adoption of expert-recommended security and privacy behaviors.

by some estimates — causes upwards of $1 trillion in damages annually
to the global economy (Smith and Lostri, 2020).
Many of the data breaches that are responsible for these damages
involve human error or manipulation — i.e., improperly confgured
security settings, the accidental divulsion of key account credentials,
or the unwitting installation of destructive malware. Moreover, as an
increasing share of economic and social activity is conducted partially or
exclusively online, the ramifcations of these breaches have never been
more signifcant. In 2021, for example, a ransomware attack crippled
the Colonial Pipeline company, causing gas outages all over the eastern
seaboard of the United States, resulting in outages, panic and predatory
price infation — and all because the company’s private VPN was accessible without multi-factor authentication (Kerner, 2022). The Colonial
Pipeline company incident is not an isolated incident. In early 2013, the
Associated Press’s Twitter account was compromised through a password phishing scheme, and erroneously tweeted that President Obama
was injured in a bombing (Moore and Roberts, 2013). In response,
stock prices plummeted, adversely afecting thousands. The cause? The
AP’s Twitter account credentials were phished, and the account was
not protected with two-factor authentication. More generally, in 2020,
Verizon published an analysis of 3950 security incidents, showing that
the most common “actions” that led to breaches were social attacks
that prey on human fallibilities (accounting for 22% of all breaches).
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Moreover, the authors of that report observed that “the only action
type that is consistently increasing year to year in frequency is [human]
error.” (Verizon, 2020). The 2022 version of that report estimated that
the “human element” drove 82% of the 5212 breaches studied (Verizon,
2022). Unsurprisingly, prior work has found that the S&P behaviors
that experts recommend only thinly overlap with the behaviors that
people fnd important and adopt (Ion et al., 2015; Busse et al., 2019).
The upshot: if enough people employed basic, expert-recommended
best practices — e.g., keeping one’s software up-to-date, using multifactor authentication on important accounts, using a password manager
to ensure the reliable use of strong, random passwords unique for each
individual account — the cybercrime industry would be hamstrung. The
costs of these attacks would be substantially increased, shifting economic
incentives, and would likely reduce the prevalence of all but the most
sophisticated, targeted attacks. Yet, despite decades of improvements
to the usability of S&P systems, end-users still struggle with adopting
expert-recommended S&P advice. Indeed, as of early 2018, fewer than
10% of Google account holders had enrolled in two-factor authentication,
and at least 17% of Google users reused their account passwords (Milka,
2018). Recent Pew surveys found that only 12% of Internet users in
the U.S. use password managers and only 44% immediately update the
operating system on their mobile phones (Olmstead and Smith, 2017).
This discrepancy — between the massive damages caused by the
exploitation of weak security behaviors, and the existence of security
technologies that can signifcantly reduce these damages, as summarized
in Figure 1.1 — begs the question: “How can we encourage end-users
to heed the advice of S&P experts?” Put another way, we might ask:
“What inhibits acceptance of pro-S&P behaviors among end-users, and
how can we overcome those inhibitors?”
In this monograph, we conducted an extensive review of prior literature to answer these questions. We covered a broad range of interdisciplinary perspectives — those from computer science, cognitive,
behavioral and social psychology, human-computer interaction, design
and behavioral economics. We start with a comprehensive review of
extant models of human behavior and technology adoption and use
those models as a lens to contextualize prior fndings in human-centered
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S&P that help explain why end-users accept or reject pro-S&P behaviors
(see Section 2).
We found that there are three key inhibitory barriers to pro-S&P
behaviors: awareness, motivation, and ability (see Section 3). First,
many consumers are unaware of S&P threats that may be pertinent
to a given situation, nor the techniques and tools that can be used
to counteract these threats. Second, many consumers are unwilling to
employ the techniques and tools that are available to protect against
common threats. Third, many consumers are unable to correctly use
the techniques and tools that are available to protect against common
threats. Taken together, this triplet of inhibitory barriers make up what
we call the “Security and Privacy Acceptance Framework” (SPAF).
Eforts to address one or more of these inhibitory barriers can be said
to increase acceptance of expert-recommended (pro-)S&P behaviors;
eforts that — intentionally or not — exacerbate these barriers can be
said to decrease acceptance of pro-S&P behaviors.
We next reviewed the existing body of work in human-centered
S&P aimed at increasing end-user acceptance of pro-S&P behaviors (see
Section 4) — particularly in the usable privacy and security, behavioral
economics, human-computer interaction, and social psychology domains.
Using the SPAF as a lens, we then critically analyzed why, despite
decades of improvements to the usability of end-user S&P systems,
widespread acceptance of pro-S&P behaviors remains relatively low
(see Section 5). Specifcally, we argue that while many existing interventions have been shown to be efective at addressing one or more of
the barriers in the SPAF, there are relatively few interventions that
target all barriers at once. Integrative approaches that target awareness,
motivation, and ability at once are likely to be more efective at driving
end-user acceptance and adoption of pro-S&P behaviors. We conclude
by synthesizing promising trends and directions for future work (also
Section 5).
A fnal note: in this monograph, we primarily focus on encouraging
S&P behaviors that protect users against third-party and interpersonal
threats, often making the assumption that a frst-party service provider
can be trusted. We acknowledge that security and privacy enhancing
technologies can also be used to protect oneself against frst-party and
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institutional threats, but argue that protection against these threats is
less straightforward from the perspective of end-user action — indeed,
placing the onus strictly on end-users is a problematic approach. For
these situations, there may be a stronger need for regulation of bad-faith
corporate and intelligence agency practices, rather than targeted design
interventions and behavioral improvements on the part of end-users.

2
Background

In order to uncover why end-users struggle with adopting and practicing
expert-recommend S&P behaviors, a necessary frst step is to understand factors that drive human behavior and technology adoption more
generally. Indeed, models of human behavior can aford insight into what
drives general decision making, while models of technology adoption ofer
illustrative insights into what factors explain the spread of technologies
among populations of interest. From that baseline understanding, we
then identify factors that are unique to S&P technologies and behaviors
more specifcally. Note that our goal here is not to exhaustively review
all models of human behavior and technology adoption, but to ground
prior literature on why people accept or reject expert-recommended
S&P behaviors in the broader literature on human behavior. A summary
of theories of human behavior and technology adoption we reviewed
can be found in Table 2.1.

7
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Table 2.1: Summary of the theories of human behavior and technology adoption
that we analyzed as they relate to explaining why users accept or reject expertrecommended security & privacy advice.

Theory

Core Insight

Models of Human Behavior
Behavioral intention is a function of attitudes and
subjective norms. In S&P, attitudes often confict
with behavior.
1979)
Theory of Planned
Adds perceived behavioral control to the theory
Behavior (Fishbein,
of reasoned action. Users only act if they feel like
1979)
their actions matter.
Fogg Behavioral
Behavior is a function of motivation, ability, and
Model (Fogg, 2009)
trigger. Persuasive design should focus on enhancing motivation and ability, or catalyzing action.
Computer-Human
Highlights the cognitive barriers that infuence
Information
risk-mitigating behaviors. These barriers pertain
Processing model
to channel of delivery, attention, comprehension
(Wogalter, 2006a)
& memory, beliefs & attitudes, and motivation.
Models of Technology Adoption
Codifes the processes through which an innovaDifusion of
tion spreads through members of a social system.
Innovations (Rogers,
1962)
This difusion is afected by fve factors: relative
advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability,
and observability.
Technology
Identifes three non-independent factors that afect
Acceptance Model
individual user acceptance of information technologies in organizational contexts. The factors include
(Davis, 1989)
perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and
behavioral intention. Subsequent versions of the
model include antecedents to these factors.
Unifed Theory of
Synthesizes information systems research on techAcceptance and Use
nology adoption into one unifed model of techof Information
nology adoption that comprises four factors: perTechnology
formance expectancy, efort expectancy, social in(Venkatesh et al., 2003) fuence, and facilitating conditions. Also identifes
four moderating variables: age, gender, experience,
and voluntariness.
Theory of Reasoned
Action (Fishbein,

2.1. Models of human behavior
2.1
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Models of human behavior

An explanatory model of human behavior is one of the holy grails of
research in psychology. In our review, we consider primarily models that
can be used to predict either behavioral intention (Fishbein and Ajzen,
1977) — an individual’s perceived likelihood or subjective probability
that they will engage in a given target behavior — or the target behavior
itself.
2.1.1

The theories of reasoned action (TRA) and planned behavior
(TPB)

A popular, early model of human behavior is the theory of reasoned
action (Fishbein, 1979). The theory of reasoned action posits that
behavioral intention — which is the immediate antecedent to a target
behavior — is a function of an individual’s attitude towards a target
behavior and the subjective norms an individual associates with that
behavior (Fishbein, 1979). In other words, an individual is more likely
to engage in a target behavior if they believe that the target behavior
is likely to result in a specifc desired outcome and if they believe that
doing so will be perceived positively, or not negatively, by others. In the
context of security and privacy behaviors, the marked diference between
self-reported attitudes and observed behavior in end-user S&P have led
some to postulate the existence of a “privacy paradox” (Norberg et al.,
2007): the idea that despite people claiming to desire the properties
of S&P in their use of computing systems, they have low behavioral
intention for following through on expert-recommended S&P advice.
The TRA ofers an explanation — if attitudes disagree with behavioral
intention, then perhaps the subjective norms people associate with
following through with S&P behaviors can explain the diference. As we
shall see, the emerging discipline of social cybersecurity helps model the
efects of subjective norms in S&P decision making — in particular, prior
work suggests that the early adopters of S&P tools can be perceived
by others as paranoid which, in turn, can inhibit adoption of expertrecommended S&P behaviors (Das et al., 2014a; 2015).
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The theory of reasoned action, however, is predicated under the
assumption of full volitional control: i.e., the assumption that an individual believes they are in full control of the outcomes that follow their
action (Fishbein, 1979). The theory of planned behavior complicates
this model by introducing a new antecedent to both behavioral intention
and behavior: perceived behavioral control. Perceived behavioral control
refects the extent to which a subject believes that their behavior alone
might result in a desired outcome. The higher the perceived behavioral
control, the higher the behavioral intention and the likelihood of the
target behavior. In the context of S&P, evidence from prior work suggests that many end-users tend to have low perceived behavioral control.
For example, prior work has shown that users express concern, anger,
and frustration when they encounter institutional privacy violations —
be it through investigative journalism, as in the Snowden revelations
(Landau, 2013), or through personal exposure to data breaches, like
the Equifax breach (Wikipedia, 2021). Yet, a 2019 Pew study found
that over 80% of adults in the U.S. believed that they had little or no
control over the data that corporations and the government collected,
and that it was impossible to go through daily life without having data
about themselves collected (Auxier et al., 2019). Other strands of work
highlight that some users believe that is not their responsibility to keep
their data secure; rather, it is the responsibility of the service provider
(Carre et al., 2018; Haney et al., 2021).
2.1.2

The Fogg Behavioral Model (FBM)

While the TRA and TPB ofer helpful theoretical lenses to explain
human behavior, they were developed as descriptive models that do
not necessarily ofer design implications. A popular prescriptive model
of human behavior is the Fogg Behavior Model (FBM) (Fogg, 2009).
According to the FBM, behavior occurs if and only if an individual
wants to adopt the behavior (i.e., has motivation), is easily able to adopt
the behavior (i.e., has the ability) and something prompts action (i.e.,
something triggers that specifc behavior) (Fogg, 2009). Accordingly, to
design persuasive technologies that encourage specifc target behaviors,
the FBM suggests that one must aim to afect either a user’s motivation
or ability, or deliver appropriate triggers.

2.1. Models of human behavior
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In the context of S&P, motivation and ability are both well understood “barriers” to pro-S&P behaviors. The feld of usable privacy and
security traces its origins to identifying and addressing the ability challenges in user-facing security systems (Zurko and Simon, 1996; Whitten
and Tygar, 1999; Adams and Sasse, 1999). As early as 1996, for example,
Zurko and Simon discuss the need for “user-centered security” in which
they outline a vision for “considering user needs as a primary goal at
the start of secure system development.” (Zurko and Simon, 1996) In
their seminal 1999 paper, “Why Johnny Can’t Encrypt”, Whitten and
Tygar systematically uncovered a wide array of usability faws that
inhibited average end-users from properly using PGP 5.0 to encrypt
email correspondences (Whitten and Tygar, 1999). Around that same
time, Adams and Sasse ofered a rebuttal against the prevailing notion
of “users being the weakest link” in security by arguing that security
lacked a user-centered design process which, in turn, resulted in security controls that were fundamentally unusable (Adams and Sasse,
1999). Unsurprisingly, since these canonical contributions, there have
been many proposed design interventions and technologies that aim
to address the ability barrier — e.g., by making user-facing security
technologies faster and more intuitive (we will explore much of this
work in Section 4).
Motivation in S&P, likewise, is well studied. In studying security
practices “in-the-wild”, Dourish et al. (2004) found that security is a
“secondary concern” for end-users: i.e., while security is an attribute that
most of us would claim to want in our use of computing systems, it is
peripheral to our primary task at any given moment (e.g., checking email,
managing our fnances). Given the secondary nature of security concerns,
therefore, it is unsurprising that users have low motivation to handle
security-relevant interruptions (e.g., updating their software in the
middle of a workday) and that few users are proactive in their approach
to security (Das et al., 2019a). From the perspective of behavioral
economics, Herley (2009) argued that the expected costs — to end-users
— of following all security advice they might receive could out weight the
benefts of following that advice. Redmiles et al. (2018) later reported on
a series of experiments to show many users do, in fact, behave rationally
when making security decisions — weighing costs as they relate to
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risks. Gaw et al. (2006) and Das et al. (2014a) illustrated how social
infuences might negatively impact users’ motivation to be secure—use
of weighty security solutions can sometimes be considered “paranoid”
and this perception can, in turn, inhibit motivation to use those security
solutions. We provide more complete coverage of factors that impact
end-user motivation in Section 3.
Triggers are direct antecedents to specifc behaviors — e.g., the
warning that alerts the user to fnancial fraud, the notifcation that
reminds a user to update their software. Fogg (2009) defnes three types
of behavioral triggers for persuasive design: sparks, which motivate
people with high ability but low motivation; facilitators, which simplify
action for people with high motivation but low ability; and, signals,
which serve as reminders for people who already have high motivation
and ability. Many existing S&P warnings and notifcations are signals.
Sparks and facilitators also pose interesting opportunities for S&P, as few
end-users have both high motivation and high ability to engage in proS&P behaviors. An example of a spark that encourages S&P behaviors is
Das et al. (2014b)’s social proof notifcations, which informed Facebook
users of the number of their friends who used optional security tools
on Facebook. An example of an efective facilitator that simplifes S&P
behaviors comes from Akhawe and Felt (2013)’s redesign of the Chrome
SSL warning to simplify exiting out of suspicious webpages. Through
an online survey with 852 users on Amazon Mechanical Turk, Das et al.
(2019a) introduced a typology of perceived direct antecedent triggers
for S&P behaviors—making a distinction between social, proactive and
forced triggers. Social triggers came from other individuals, be it in the
form of direct observation, conversations or stories. Proactive triggers
came from within the individual — an internally motivated decision to
take action. Forced triggers required participants to take action — e.g.,
an employer or service mandating a password change or enrolling in
two-factor authentication. The authors found that social triggers were
the most commonly reported direct-antecedent behavioral triggers for
people with low-moderate security behavioral intention, forced triggers
were the most commonly reported for people with low security behavioral
intention, and proactive triggers were the most commonly reported for
people with high security behavioral intention (Das et al., 2019a).

2.1. Models of human behavior
2.1.3
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Wogalter’s C-HIP

The TRA, TPB and FBM are models of general human behavior, but
there are also models of risk-mitigating behaviors in particular. The
Computer-Human Information Processing model (C-HIP), introduced
and developed by Wogalter (2006b), is one such model and helps explain
how consumer product warnings and other cautionary triggers infuence
risk-mitigating behavior in particular. The C-HIP is a stage model
that helps explain the factors and cognitive barriers that play a in
role in impacting end-user behavior that results from the perception
and/or delivery of a warning. Specifcally, these factors and steps include:
source, or the entity that is transmitting a warning; channel, or the
mechanism(s) through which the warning is delivered; attention switch,
or the transitioning of one’s attention to the warning from something
else; attention maintenance, or the sustained attention on a warning to
parse its messaging; comprehension & memory, or the understanding of
gleaned information such that one knows what is the risk and what to
do about it, and the encoding of this information into memory; beliefs
& attitudes, or people’s pre-existing orientation towards the product for
which a warning is being delivered or the information of the warning
itself; motivation, or factors that infuence whether or not action is
carried out after a user is aware of, comprehends and believes in a
warning; and, behavior, or compliance with the target behavior that is
being sought by a warning.
The C-HIP mirrors the FBM in a number of ways: the source
and channel are factors that belong to trigger in the FBM; attention
switch, attention maintenance, and comprehension & memory are factors
that translate to awareness in the FBM; and, beliefs & attitudes and
motivation are factors that translate to motivation in the FBM. The
C-HIP, however, provides specifc prescriptive guidance on designing
S&P warnings and interruptions to encourage risk mitigating behavior.
For example, owing to the efects of habituation — i.e., the diminished
individual efects of warnings upon repeated exposure to similar warnings
(Vance et al., 2017; 2018) — it is important to design S&P warnings
that are salient and distinctive. Prior research in usable security has
observed this efect both empirically and physiologically, e.g., through
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an analysis of fMRI scans of people’s brains upon being presented with a
warning both initially and after many repeated exposures (Vance et al.,
2017; 2018). Prior research has also explored interventions that can be
used to counteract this efect — e.g., through the use of interactive
elements that command end-user attention and comprehension before
dismissal is possible (Bravo-Lillo et al., 2013).
Moreover, Wogalter (2006b) argues that warnings should only be
designed for “hidden hazards” — i.e., hazards that are not readily
apparent. Knives, for example, are sharp but almost every adult knows
that they are sharp and thus no warning is needed to alert people to
their sharpness. In contrast, the door to a room with invisible, noxious
fumes would warrant a warning. Unlike the physical world, however,
very little is intuitively apparent in the context of cybersecurity —
indeed, nigh every cybersecurity hazard can be considered “hidden” or
“abstract” when one considers the fact that threats are often remote
and asynchronous.
2.2

Models of technology adoption, difusion, acceptance

Outside general models of human behaviors, scholars from sociology,
marketing, and STS have studied and modeled technology adoption
behaviors specifcally.
2.2.1

Rogers’ Difusion of Innovations (DoI)

One canonical model in this space is Rogers’ Difusion of Innovations
(DoI) (Rogers, 1962). Rogers defnes the DoI as the process through
which an innovation — a technology, solution, or product that is perceived as “new” — is communicated through certain channels over time
among the members of a social system. Rogers goes on to identify fve
factors that produce the degree to which we can expect innovations to
difuse in a given social system. These fve factors are: relative advantage:
the degree to which an innovation is perceived as better than the idea it
supersedes; compatibility: the degree to which an innovation is perceived
as being consistent with the values, experiences and needs of potential
adopters; complexity: the degree the which an innovation is perceived as

2.2. Models of technology adoption, difusion, acceptance
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difcult to use; trialability: the degree to which an innovation may be
experimented with on a limited basis; and, observability: the degree to
which the results of an innovation are visible to others (Rogers, 1962).
Rogers’ fve factors, too, are highly correlated with the FBM. Indeed, relative advantage and compatibility are factors that afect an
individual’s motivation; complexity and trialability afect ability; and,
observability afects awareness. However, where Fogg’s behavior model
might help explain an individual’s behavior, Rogers’ DoI model helps
explain how behaviors spread in a population.
The DoI also posits that the potential pool of adopters can be
categorized into one of fve categories depending on how early they
are likely to adopt a new technology: innovators (the earliest 2.5%),
early adopters (13.5%), early majority (34%), late majority (34%) and
laggards (16%). The relative importance of the fve aforementioned
factors varies across these groups, and thus strategies to promote the
adoption of novel innovations should vary depending on its existing
market saturation (Rogers, 1962).
While the DoI is an informative model for all new technologies,
in later work, Rogers introduces a new class of innovations that diffuse diferently: “preventive” innovations (Rogers, 2002). Preventive
innovations require action at one point in time in order to avoid an
unwanted future condition — medication, for example, or insurance.
S&P innovations are preventive innovations.
Preventive innovations difuse more slowly than other types of innovations. Rogers argues that the relative advantage of an innovation is
the most important predictor of how quickly it is likely to difuse. Yet,
because the benefts of preventive innovations are reaped at a future
time (or never at all), their perceived relative advantage is almost always
low (Rogers, 2002). Empirical work seems to confrm this hypothesis
in the context of S&P — e.g., in discussing why people appear to
shirk strong privacy settings on social media, Acquisiti describes the
concept of hyperbolic time discounting, or the tendency for people to
over-value the immediate gratifcation of posting over the future reward
of stronger privacy (Acquisti and Grossklags, 2005; Acquisti et al., 2017).
Given that S&P innovations are meant to prevent an undesirable future
condition (i.e., a S&P breach), and given that their success may be
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completely invisible (because if they work properly, the user observers
no noticeable change in their condition), the DoI suggests that S&P
innovations are doomed to difuse slowly.
To overcome this inertia, Rogers argues that it is imperative to
take advantage of interpersonal difusion channels—i.e., peer-to-peer
recommendations. As we will see, however, today’s S&P tools are broadly
designed in a manner that is individualistic and fails to activate peer
networks.
2.2.2

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)

Whereas Rogers’ DoI considers the spread of innovations, in general,
Davis’ Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) identifes factors that
afect user acceptance of information technologies in organizational
contexts (Davis, 1989). The TAM, proposed in its original form by Fred
Davis, originates in the theories of reasoned action and planned behavior
— Davis argued that neither one could reliably predict user acceptance
of a novel information system. The TAM posits that there are three
non-independent factors that explain an individual’s acceptance of a
novel information technology: (i) perceived ease of use; (ii) perceived
usefulness; and, (iii) behavioral intention. Perceived ease of use and
perceived usefulness are considered to be antecedents to behavioral
intention that, in turn, can be afected by design. Note that these
factors are not unlike Rogers’ fve factors — indeed, perceived ease
of use can be likened to Rogers’ complexity factor, while perceived
usefulness can be likened to Rogers’ relative advantage factor.
TAM is one of the most widely cited and infuential models of
information technology adoption. Unsurprisingly, then, in the decades
that have passed since it was frst proposed, there have been a number
of signifcant updates resulting in both a TAM 2 (Venkatesh and Davis,
2000) and a TAM 3 (Venkatesh and Bala, 2008). TAM 2 complicates the
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use variables and introduces
measurable antecedents that might afect those variables. Five factors
are considered to be antecedents to perceived usefulness: subjective
norms, or the infuence of others on the user’s decision to use or not
to use the technology; image, or the desire of the user to maintain a
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favorable standing among others; job relevance, or the degree to which
the technology was applicable; output quality, or the extent to which
the technology adequately performed the required tasks; and result
demonstrability, or the production of tangible results. Two broad factors
afect perceived ease of use: anchors, or general beliefs about computers
and computer usage; and, adjustments, or beliefs that are shaped by
direct experience. Subjective norms, perceived behavioral control and
user specifc characteristics all afect anchors, while trialability, visibility,
result demonstrability and content richness all afect adjustments. TAM3
(Venkatesh and Bala, 2008) posits that direct experience could also
moderate computer anxiety, perceived ease of use and, thus, behavioral
intention. While TAM has been used in disparate research contexts
since its inception, the empirical evidence in support of these models
have come primarily from organizational contexts.
The information systems community has also proposed a unifed
theory of acceptance and use of information technology (UTAUT)
(Venkatesh et al., 2003). Like the TAM, TRA and TPB, behavioral
intention is seen as the direct antecedent to technology adoption. In turn,
the UTAUT identifes four key factors (i.e., performance expectancy,
efort expectancy, social infuence, and facilitating conditions) and four
moderators (i.e., age, gender, experience, and voluntariness) that are
useful in predicting behavioral intention, synthesizing insights from a
broad range of competing models. Performance expectancy is defned
as the degree to which an individual believes that using a system will
help with one’s job performance (like relative advantage in the DoI
and perceived usefulness in TAM); efort expectancy is the degree of
ease associated with the use of the system (like complexity in the DoI
and perceived ease of use in TAM); social infuence is the degree to
which an individual perceives that important others believe they should
use the new system (related to observability and compatibility in DoI
and subjective norms in TAM); and, facilitating conditions are the
degree to which an individual believes that the technical infrastructure
exists to support use of the system (related to trialability in DoI and
perceived ease of use in TAM). Given that the UTAUT, itself, was
broadly inspired by a number of the theoretical models of human
behavior and technology acceptance previously covered, many of these
factors and their consideration in security and privacy may seem familiar.
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Background

TAM and the UTAUT have been broadly infuential in organizational
contexts in predicting and facilitating the spread of novel information
systems. However, the applicability of these models is less well understood in the context of preventive innovations (e.g., S&P) and in
non-organizational contexts (e.g., for home computer users). To date,
most applications of TAM and UTAUT in the context of S&P have
been proposed extensions to the original models that introduce privacy
and security concerns as distinct factors that can infuence the adoption
of information systems more generally (e.g., Roca et al., 2009). There
have been no concrete attempts, that we know of, to adapt the TAM
or UTAUT to predict the adoption of S&P behaviors specifcally.

3
The Security & Privacy Acceptance Framework

3.1

Why do we need a framework specifc to S&P acceptance?

Based on a synthesis of the extant literature in usable privacy and security and scafolded by the aforementioned theories of human behavior
and technology adoption, we propose a framework to help explain the
acceptance and difusion of expert-recommended S&P behaviors — the
security and privacy acceptance framework (SPAF). But what is the
need for a framework specifcally calibrated to cybersecurity behaviors?
For the past two decades, research from the usable privacy and
security community has uncovered at least three ways in which S&P
behaviors are distinct from general behavior and pose unique challenges
in encouraging widespread acceptance (see also Figure 3.1):
• First, many S&P behaviors are preventive. Like health behaviors,
S&P tools and best practices help people avoid an undesirable
future state (e.g., one in which their personal data is compromised
to a cybercriminal or an intelligence agency) that may never, in
fact, come to pass. As Rogers argues, preventive behaviors have
inherently lower perceived relative advantage than other behaviors,
limiting their adoption and spread (Rogers, 2002).
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Figure 3.1: Cybersecurity and privacy behaviors are difcult in a way that is distinct
from general behaviors in at least three ways — they are preventive, secondary, and
abstract. Taken together, existing frameworks of human behavior and technology
adoption are not as explanatory for S&P behaviors.

• Second, S&P behaviors are secondary. While most would claim to
desire the property of security in their interactions with computing
systems, the process of ensuring one’s S&P is always peripheral
to one’s primary goal or task at any given moment (which might
be, e.g., checking email, preparing a document). The secondary
nature of security and privacy behaviors was noted by Dourish et
al. (2004) in their study of end-user security behaviors in the wild.
• Third, the mechanisms through which S&P behaviors protect
one’s data are abstract. When we push a heavy object against a
door, we have an intuitive understanding that any attempt to open
that door will be met with strong resistance. When we update our
software, few of us have an intuitive understanding why or how
doing so makes us more secure. More generally, the human mind
is not attuned to the broad invisibility, ubiquity and remoteness
of S&P threats; in turn, the actions experts prescribe to protect
against these threats do not always inspire urgency or concern.
Whitten and Tygar (1999) discussed the abstraction property as
a key inhibitory barrier for general adoption of S&P tools.
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Because S&P behaviors are preventive, secondary and abstract,
general models of human behavior and technology adoption are not
as predictive in the context of S&P: the rules that govern whether a
person, for example, elects to start an exercise regimen, learn a new
language, or download a new word processor either do not apply or
must be heavily modifed to predict whether an individual will, for
example, commit to keeping their software updated, or enable the use of
two-factor authentication for important accounts, or use a VPN when
on public WiFi access points.
In the broadest strokes, the SPAF consists of three factors that are
strongly inspired by extant models of human behavior — particularly
the FBM (Fogg, 2009) and C-HIP (Wogalter, 2006b). The three factors
can be considered non-independent and necessary prerequisites to S&P
acceptance: awareness, motivation, and ability (see also Figure 3.2). The
sub-factors that make up these factors, in turn, are strongly inspired
by the factors described in the Difusion of Innovation (Rogers, 1962;
2002), TAM (Davis, 1989; Venkatesh and Davis, 2000; Venkatesh and
Bala, 2008), and UTAUT (Venkatesh et al., 2003).

Figure 3.2: The Security and Privacy Awareness Framework (SPAF) comprises of
three barriers that must be overcome to encourage end-user acceptance of expertrecommended S&P behaviors: awarness, motivation, and knowledge. Prior work
suggests that four factors infuence user S&P awareness: social engagement, mental
models, media exposure, and warnings & notifcations. Four factors also afect
user S&P motivation: subjective norms, perceived relative advantage, trialability,
and compatability. Finally, two factors afect user S&P ability: system usability /
complexity and accessibility.

Awareness encompasses whether or not an individual understands
threats that are material to the data, accounts, and devices they would
like protected, and the expert-recommended mitigation measures to
protect against those threats. Factors that can afect awareness include
social engagement, mental models and digital literacy, media exposure,
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training, and warnings / notifcations. People who are unaware of a
threat cannot take measures to mitigate the threat, and users who are
not cognizant of the tools available to protect themselves from these
threats cannot use those tools to actively defend themselves — even if
they are motivated to do so and are able.
Motivation encompasses whether or not an individual wants to employ expert-recommended best practices and tools to protect their data,
devices, and accounts. Factors that afect motivation include subjective norms, perceived relative advantage, trialability, and compatibility.
Individuals — even those who are aware of threats and able to protect themselves against those threats — may not take protective or
preventative action if they believe that doing so might be perceived
as “paranoid”, if they believe S&P is not their responsibility, or if they
assess the costs of taking expert-recommended S&P action to be too
high relative to the perceived advantages, for example.
Ability encompasses whether or not an individual is capable of
converting intention into action by utilizing expert-recommended best
practices and tools to protect their data, devices and accounts. People — even those who are aware and motivated — may be unable to
appropriately put expert-recommended S&P advice into efect if the
tools they use make doing so difcult, if expert-recommended advice is
rife with jargon, or if they have never been formally trained. Factors
that afect ability include how well the tool addresses Norman (2013)’s
usability gulfs of execution and evaluation, as well as the accessibility
of a system to users with disabilities.
In the sections that follow, we provide a more detailed overview
of the extant empirical work that demonstrates how any one of these
factors can serve as an inhibitory barrier to the acceptance and difusion
of expert-recommended S&P behaviors.
3.2

Awareness

The FBM posits that specifc behaviors are catalyzed by triggers — a
warning, a notifcation, a conversation, an observation (Fogg, 2009). The
C-HIP was specifcally calibrated to a very specifc type of trigger: a
warning (Wogalter, 2006b). In both models, behavior starts with acute
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awareness of threats and preventive actions that are brought about by
a catalyzing trigger. In both models, however, individuals’ behaviors
and the triggers that catalyze them are considered in isolation.
For preventive and secondary behaviors, like S&P, people often
require repeated exposures to catalyzing triggers before taking action.
Health interventions, for example, are often not adopted after just
one exposure but many (Kaplan et al., 2012). The direct antecedent
trigger, thus, can be thought of as the proverbial straw that breaks the
camel’s back — the last in a long string of exposures and infuences
that has raised users’ awareness about why a specifc behavior or action
might be necessary. The construct of awareness in the SPAF, then, is
better understood as a person’s broader understanding of why a S&P
behavior might be necessary, what it protects, and what threats it
protects against, rather than the more acute awareness brought about
by a warning or interruption.
Many users have low awareness of security threats and the tools
available to protect themselves against those threats. For example,
Adams and Sasse (1999) found that insufcient awareness of security
issues caused users to construct their own model of security threats that
were often incorrect, ultimately resulting in security breaches. Stanton
et al. (2004) found that a lack of awareness of foundational security
principles even led some “experts” to make security mistakes, such as
using a social security number as a password. More generally, in the
context of S&P, prior work suggests that there are at least four factors
that afect an individual’s awareness of both material S&P threats as
well as the extant expert-recommended defenses against those threats:
social engagement, mental models and digital literacy, media exposure,
and warnings & notifcations.
The factors listed above are not all mutually independent and have,
in fact, demonstrated interaction efects. For example, Das et al. (2019a)
conducted a survey with over 800 people from the U.S. and India,
inquiring about the direct-antecedents to recent S&P behaviors. They
found that users with low security behavioral intention were most likely
to have engaged in a specifc S&P behavior because they were forced to
do by, e.g., a mandatory system update or employer policy, while those
with low-medium security behavioral intention were mostly likely to do
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so because of social engagement by, e.g., observing a peer or having a
conversation. Those with the highest security behavioral intention were
more likely to simply engage in expert-recommended S&P behaviors
proactively, suggesting high inherent awareness that required no external
catalyst (Das et al., 2019a).
3.2.1

Social engagement

Social engagement encompasses how interactions with other people, either active or passive, infuences end-user awareness of both S&P threats
and pro-S&P behaviors. In their analysis of the direct antecedents to
pro-S&P behaviors, Das et al. (2019a) found that social triggers were
the most commonly reported, particularly for users with mid-range
security behavioral intention. In quantitatively analyzing user-reported
sources of security advice and behavior, Redmiles et al. (2016a) also
found that social information sources can impact awareness: in particular, individuals with lower digital literacy and education tended to rely
more on the advice of family and friends when making security and
privacy decisions.
DiGioia and Dourish alluded to the need for social awareness as
early as 2004 when introducing the concept of “social navigation” for
security and privacy behaviors (DiGioia and Dourish, 2005). Like a
worn path through an otherwise well manicured lawn, the authors argue,
social navigation systems that show end-users traces of what other users
do when they encounter similar security and privacy decisions can help
raise awareness of both security and privacy threats and appropriate
responses to those threats.
In a qualitative analysis of how users make security decisions, Rader
et al. (2012) argued that “security stories” that people hear from others
can strongly infuence what threats users fnd pertinent. Das et al.
(2014a) also found that conversations between people — typically in
the form of cautionary tales or social sensemaking of potential threats
— infuenced people’s awareness of security and privacy threats. They
also found that the observability of S&P tools that can be used to
protect against common threats (e.g., Android’s 9-dot pattern lock)
could impact people’s awareness of S&P tools (Das et al., 2014a). In a
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later experiment with 50,000 Facebook users, Das et al. (2014b) found
that increasing the observability of the use of optional security and
privacy tools was signifcantly more likely to result in end-users exploring
the adoption of those tools themselves. Prior work has also found that
social sharing of pertinent media information can increase awareness of
S&P threats and the mitigation strategies thereof (Das et al., 2018b).
3.2.2

Mental models and digital literacy

End-user mental models of digital technology and their general digital
literacy can also impact their awareness of security and privacy threats.
Mental models “describe how a user thinks about a problem” (Wash,
2010), whereas digital literacy more broadly encompasses the cognitive,
technical and socio-emotional skills associated with the skillful use of
digital technologies (Ng, 2012).
In a qualitative analysis of how end-user mental models of the
Internet, Kang et al. (2015) found that people with more articulated
technical models of the Internet perceived more privacy threats than
those with more vague understandings of the Internet. Non-experts, for
example, focused on third-party “hackers” and other people as threats,
whereas experts also thought about institutional threats (e.g., the
corporations and governments that controlled the underlying Internet
infrastructure).
Wash (2010) also found that folk models of security threats tended
to correlate with the defensive strategies users were aware of and found
pertinent. For example, users had diferent perceptions of security
threats and the defensive strategies those threats entailed: some believed
that threats primarily arose from young mischief makers, where as others
believed that threats resulted from professional criminals.
Likewise, Yao et al. (2017) analyzed people’s folk models of online
behavioral advertising and found that both technically savvy and nontechnically savvy people tended to have inaccurate or incomplete models
that, in turn, afected their overall attitudes towards and perceptions
of S&P threats.
Mismatched mental models can also be indicative of low digital
literacy: i.e., knowledge about how information technologies work and
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can be used. Redmiles et al. (2016a) found that individuals with low
digital literacy tend to become aware of cybersecurity threats through
a diferent set of information sources than do those with higher digital
literacy. Specifcally, they rely more on family and friends, service
providers and media exposure than do those with higher digital literacy.
3.2.3

Media exposure

Prior work has also found that security and privacy news can drive
awareness of both threats and mitigation strategies, though how people
hear about these events and how much they rely on these events to
become aware of relevant security and privacy threats can vary based on
personal characteristics such as age and security behavioral intention.
In a qualitative investigation, Das et al. (2014a) found that news
articles were the most frequent catalysts for security and privacy related
conversations, for example; these conversations, in turn, could lead to
social sensemaking processes in which multiple individuals collaboratively determined the importance of a threat and how to respond to it.
Redmiles et al. (2016b) also found that the media was one of the most
prevalent sources of security and privacy advice to which individuals
are exposed. Specifcally, they found that the media was the primary
source of advice for threats and behavioral best practices associated
with passwords and two-factor authentication.
In a subsequent quantitative analysis of how S&P news events
spread, Das et al. (2018b) found that diferent people came to learn
about security and privacy news events through diferent sources —
younger people, for example, relied more on online news sources, social
media and friends, whereas older people relied more on broadcast
and television. Nicholson et al. (2019), in exploring the cybersecurity
information seeking behaviors of older adults, also found that older
adults relied strongly on broadcast sources to assess whether or not a
given security threat was important.
3.2.4

Warnings & notifcations

Finally, another factor that afects end-user awareness of S&P threats
and the tools that can be used to protect against those threats are
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warnings (indications of imminent danger or risk) and notifcations
(indications of pertinent security and privacy information that do not
necessarily entail immediate danger). For example, notifcations to
update software, interruptions that alert users to the presence and
status of a website’s SSL certifcate, and permission prompts can all be
considered security and privacy relevant warnings and notifcations that
aim to raise users’ awareness. In their study of the direct antecedent
triggers that preceded S&P behaviors, Das et al. (2019a) categorized
warnings and other such external interruptions as “forced” triggers and
found that people with low security behavioral intention were most
likely to engage in an expert-recommended S&P behavior as a result of
such warnings. Based on a long history of research on warning design
in usable privacy and security we now understand that the design of
warnings can signifcantly impact their efectiveness at commanding
end-user attention and adherence (see, e.g., Bravo-Lillo et al., 2013;
Akhawe and Felt, 2013; Egelman et al., 2008b; Anderson et al., 2015),
and that diferent designs are necessary for diferent contexts (Schaub
et al., 2015).
Yet, one of the most pernicious problems for raising awareness of
security and privacy threats through external triggers such as warnings
is habituation — the gradually reduced efectiveness of a trigger at
commanding users’ attention (Wogalter, 2006a). Prior work has found,
for example, that even well-designed security and privacy warnings
have reduced efectiveness as users are increasingly exposed to those
warnings. Moreover, habituation to stimuli has deep-seated neurological
origins in the human brain. For example, Vance et al. (2017, 2018) ran
a study in which they repeatedly exposed participants to cybersecurity
and privacy warnings, and collected fMRI brain scans of participants on
each exposure. They found a general decline of participants’ attention
to warnings on subsequent exposures and that participants adherence
to static warnings decreased dramatically over three weeks.
This habituation response may be rational, as users are confronted
with many warnings that are not associated with a real threat. Indeed,
as Bravo-Lillo et al. (2013) note: “today’s computer systems perpetually
cry for attention in the name of safety, and hundreds of cries may be
heard without a real threat”. There have been a number of proposals
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designed to mitigate the habituation efect: Anderson et al. (2015) found
that polymorphic warnings that change in appearance are more resilient
to habituation efects, Bravo-Lillo et al. (2013) found that introducing
interactive elements into a warning that users must engage with prior
to clicking-through on an option can command end-user attention,
Egelman et al. (2008b) found that active warnings that interrupt users
are more likely to be heeded than passive warnings, and Akhawe and
Felt (2013) found that the visual and interaction design of a warning
can signifcantly improve users adherence even on repeated exposures.
However, the habituation efect remains present even if reduced. Indeed,
as Sunshine et al. (2009) note, “while warnings can be improved, a
better approach may be to minimize the use of warnings....altogether.”
In the next section, we shall explore in more detail the methods
proposed to improve the efectiveness of warnings at commanding user
attention and reducing the habituation efect.
3.3

Motivation

Awareness, alone, does not result in action: people must also be willing
and motivated to act. However, users are often unmotivated to behave
in accordance with expert-recommended S&P recommendations — an
observation that dates back to the origins of the usable security and
privacy feld of study (Zurko and Simon, 1996; Whitten and Tygar, 1999;
Adams and Sasse, 1999). Inspired by the factors that make up general
models of human behavior and technology adoption, our review of prior
work suggests that there are 4 factors that impact end-user motivation
towards accepting and/or adopting expert-recommended security advice: subjective norms, perceived relative advantage, trialability, and
compatibility.
3.3.1

Subjective norms

Subjective norms are perceived expectations from others that infuence
a user to perform a particular behavior (Ajzen, 1991). Subjective norms
have long been understood to be key drivers of human behaviors —
indeed, subjective norms play an essential role in driving behavioral
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intentions in both the theory of reasoned action and the theory of
planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Fishbein and Ajzen, 1977) as well as
in technology adoption in both the DoI (Rogers, 1962), the technology
acceptance model (TAM) (Davis, 1989), and the universal theory of
acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al., 2003). In
the context of security and privacy, prior work suggests that subjective
norms and social infuences can strongly infuence people’s motivation to
accept and/or adopt expert-recommended security and privacy advice
(Rader et al., 2012; Das et al., 2014a; 2014b; 2019a).
In early work in this space, DiGoia and Dourish postulated that
“social navigation” — or, increasing the observability of other users’
S&P actions in a computing system — would likely motivate other
users to emulate similar behaviors (DiGioia and Dourish, 2005). The
authors argued that people navigate complicated systems and spaces
in the physical world based partially on their understanding and interpretations of the activities of others, yet security and privacy features
are often left to users to navigate themselves. Rader et al. (2012) found
that informal stories from other users motivated specifc risk mitigating
behaviors such as, e.g., “not sharing personal information online” —
though these behaviors were not necessarily in alignment with expert
recommendations. Das and colleagues found that social proof — the
implicit knowledge or direct observation of others engaging in security
and privacy behaviors — was a key motivator of security and privacy
behavior changes (Das et al., 2014a; 2014b; 2019a). In an initial qualitative study, a number of users reported enabling Android 9-dot pattern
lock because they saw other users doing the same (Das et al., 2014b).
In a subsequent survey study, Das et al. (2019a) found that social
triggers were the most commonly reported direct antecedents to security and privacy relevant behavioral changes. Finally, in a randomized,
controlled experiment with 50,000 Facebook users, Das et al. (2014b)
found evidence to suggest that notifcations that contained information
about how many of one’s friends used optional security features were
signifcantly more likely to motivate viewers to explore those features
for their own use than a notifcation that did not contain this social
information. Krsek et al. (2022) further found that social proof derived
from the public-at-large was as efective as social proof from friends
and experts at infuencing pro-S&P behavior in the Facebook context.
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Stanton et al. (2004) explored motivational antecedents to security
behaviors in organizational contexts and found that organizational culture was a key motivator for positive security behaviors. In particular,
workers in environments in which information security was more universally valued — i.e., in which security concern was more of a subjective
norm — were more likely to engage in positive security behaviors.
It is also important to note that subjective norms can have negative
efects on the adoption and acceptance of pro-S&P behaviors, as well.
Specifcally, if users perceive that others around them get by without
accepting expert-recommended security and privacy advice, they may
be less likely to follow the advice themselves. Prior work exploring the
efcacy, on strong password composition, of a password meter that
compared the strength of a user’s password to that of others found
evidence of a possible “boomerang” efect in which users with initially
strong passwords reduced the strength of their fnal passwords to more
closely approximate the norm (Egelman et al., 2013). In a quantitative
analysis of how friends’ adoption of optional security tools on Facebook
afects one’s own adoption of those same tools, Das et al. (2015) found
that individuals with only a few friends who used those optional systems
were less likely to adopt those systems themselves.
3.3.2

Perceived relative advantage

Rogers (1962) defnes relative advantage as the “degree to which an
innovation is perceived to be better than the idea it supersedes.” Moreover, Rogers (2002) argues, perceived relative advantage is the most
important predictor of the rate of adoption of innovations. In the context
of security and privacy, a core motivational challenge is that unless
there are mandates from an authority (e.g., enforced use of two-factor
authentication by employees of a company), the baseline that a security
and privacy innovation must “supersede” is not using such a technology
at all. Given that security and privacy technologies commonly introduce
new interaction barriers (e.g., an additional login step with two-factor
authentication, slower data retrieval with encrypted drives) for invisible,
abstract, and future-oriented benefts, the perceived relative advantage
of an S&P innovation is likely to be low.
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Security and privacy are what Dourish et al. (2004) call secondary
concerns. Many people want their digital data, resources and interactions online to be securely stored and transmitted, but they are not
using digital services to be secure — rather, they may be trying to
communicate important professional information to work colleagues, or
sharing photos of young children with loved ones in a diferent country,
or streaming a video to learn how to fx their car. It is difcult to
motivate end-users to engage in specifc behaviors aligned with primary
concerns (e.g., updating one’s Word processor with improved productivity features); it is signifcantly more difcult to motivate end-users
to engage in behaviors aligned with secondary concerns. Indeed, Rogers
(2002) argues that preventive innovations — those that help prevent
undesirable future outcomes, which are typically secondary concerns peripheral to a user’s core objective at any given moment — are perceived
as having lower relative advantage in general.
Prior work suggests that that many security threats remain abstract
to many individuals (Adams and Sasse, 1999; Herley and Oorschot, 2009;
Whitten and Tygar, 1999): e.g., Bob may know, conceptually, that there
are security risks to using the same simple password across accounts, but
may not believe that he is, himself, in danger of experiencing a security
breach. Additionally, Herley (2009) argues that this perspective may
be economically rational, as the expected cost, in monetized time, of a
lifetime of following security advice might actually be higher than the
expected loss a user would sufer if his account actually was compromised.
Finally, the benefts of security features are often invisible, as users are
often not cognizant of the absence of a breach that otherwise would
have occurred without the use of a security or privacy tool.
In all, it is unsurprising that many users lack the motivation to
explicitly use security tools: to do so would mean to incur a frustrating
complication to everyday interactions in order to prevent an unlikely
threat with little way to know whether the security tool was actually
efective. Beautement et al. (2008)frame this broad motivation problem
economically as the “compliance budget” — if security costs are too
high relative to perceived benefts, “compliance” with security policies
is unlikely. Moreover, because the perceived benefts of security and
privacy tools are delayed to some unknowable time in the future, these
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benefts may be subject to “hyperbolical discounting” — i.e., perceived
as having less value than they do given that they are delayed (Acquisti
and Grossklags, 2005). More generally, users often reject the use of
security and privacy tools when they expect or experience them to be
weighty (Adams and Sasse, 1999; Sasse, 2003; Gaw et al., 2006).
Another factor that afects perceived relative advantage is expectancy
and/or perceived agency, or a user’s belief that the actions they take
can materially afect desired outcomes. Prior work has found that
users sometimes feel helpless with respect to S&P, believing that if an
attacker wanted to access their data they would irrespective of any
counter-measures taken (Wash, 2010; Spiekermann, 2007). This learned
helplessness is particularly true of perceptions of institutional surveillance threats (Auxier et al., 2019). First-party and third-party personal
data harvesters increasingly employ sophisticated tracking and profling
technologies to create and monetize detailed digital portraits of users
at-scale (Zubof, 2015). In the face of this global tracking apparatus,
a 2019 Pew study found that over 80% of adults in the U.S. believed
that they had little or no control over the data that corporations and
the government collected, and that it was impossible to go through
daily life without having data about themselves collected (Auxier et al.,
2019). In turn, this learned helplessness can reduce the perceived relative
advantage of employing protective technologies and advice.
3.3.3

Trialability

Trialability is the “degree to which an innovation may be experimented
with on a limited basis” (Rogers, 1962). While some security expertrecommended security advice can be trialed, the combination of the
immediacy of the costs of a security technology combined with the
invisibility and abstractness of security threats makes it difcult to
assess the potential benefts of a security technology through a trial, but
easy to assess the immediate costs. Herley (2016) argues that security
claims are often unfalsifable — one can never make any guarantees
that their data is defnitively “secure”, only that they have not yet been
compromised.
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Other expert-recommended security and privacy advice cannot be
trialed at all: e.g., keeping one’s software up-to-date. Prior work suggests
that negative experiences with software updates can inhibit one’s desire
to keep one’s systems and softwares updated in the future (Vaniea et al.,
2014). In a survey of over 200 security experts and non-experts, Ion et al.
(2015) found that while experts valued keeping software up-to-date, nonexperts reported being skeptical of the efectiveness of these behaviors
because of prior negative experiences with updates. Moreover, when
security updates are bundled with other updates, negative experiences
with unrelated updates — e.g., user interface changes — can also impact
users’ motivations to install future security-relevant updates (Wash et
al., 2014).
3.3.4

Compatibility

Rogers (1962) defnes compatibility as the “degree to which an innovation is perceived as being consistent with the existing values, past
experiences and needs of potential adopters.” In the context of security and privacy, compatibility can be thought of as how well expertrecommended security advice fts with users’ workfows, identities and
perceptions.
Prior work suggests that security and privacy innovations, in general,
score low on compatibility for most users. Indeed, security measures
are often antagonistic towards the specifc goal of the end user at any
given moment (Dourish et al., 2004; Sasse, 2003). For example, while
a user might want to access her Facebook, a complex password that
usually requires three attempts to get right prevents her from accessing
Facebook for an intolerable amount of time (Egelman et al., 2010). Prior
work also suggests that some users may not always view securing their
digital resources, accounts and data as their own responsibility (Haney
et al., 2021) — they may view it as the responsibility of the service
provider.
Social infuences can also impact compatibility — specifcally, users’
conceptions of how compliance with security and or privacy advice
might be perceived by others. Gaw et al. (2006), for example, found
that people perceive weighty security and privacy strategies to secure
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email communications as “paranoid”. Das et al. (2014b), in exploring
how social infuences impact end-user security and privacy behavior
changes, found that expert users avoid sharing their knowledge with
non-expert friends to avoid coming of as “preachy” or “nutty”. In a
subsequent quantitative analysis in partnership with Facebook, Das
et al. (2015) found that when users are connected to only a few other
users who use optional security tools like two-factor authentication
on Facebook, the presence of those few friends appeared to negatively
correlate with a user’s own likelihood to adopt those optional security
tools. In explaining this efect, Das (2017) introduced the “parnaoiadisafliation” hypothesis: the postulation that because early-adopters of
S&P tools can be perceived by others as paranoid, general users reject
use of these tools because they develop an illusory correlation between
use of security features and being paranoid. Indeed, not needing security
because one has “nothing to hide” is a common misconception that
inhibits the uptake of security and privacy advice (Solove, 2007).
3.4

Ability

Even users who are aware of a threat and motivated to act may not
know how to appropriately act to protect themselves against those
threats. In other words, users often have trouble converting intention
into action. Prior work suggests that two broad factors afect ability:
system usability and accessibility / inclusivity.
3.4.1

System usability

Using Don Norman’s usability gulfs as an illustrative lens, we categorize
prior work demonstrating ability challenges in security and privacy
according to two gulfs: the gulf of execution and the gulf of evaluation
(Norman, 2013). The gulf of execution is the degree to which the
interaction possibilities of a system correspond with a user’s intentions
and what the user perceives as possible (Norman, 2013). In the context
of security and privacy, the gulf of execution is small when one knows
how to utilize a given system to protect their data, devices and resources
from pertinent threats. The gulf of evaluation is the degree to which the
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system provides feedback and representations that can be interpreted
in terms of the expectations and intentions of the user (Norman, 2013).
In the context of security and privacy, we can consider the gulf of
evaluation to be small when one can tell how their security and privacy
decisions afect the protection of their data, devices and resources against
pertinent threats. Identifying and addressing the gulfs of execution and
evaluation in consumer-facing security and privacy systems has long
been acknowledged as a central tenet of the usable privacy and security
community.
The gulf of execution
Prior work suggests that there is a wide gulf of execution for most
security features for most users. A canonical example that helped lay
the foundation for the usable privacy and security community comes
from Whitten and Tygar (1999). The authors critically analyzed the user
interface for PGP 5.0 — an email client designed to allow end-users to
send encrypted emails. Using a cognitive walkthrough methodology with
cryptography novices, the authors found signifcant usability challenges
including, for example, information overload, confusing metaphors (e.g.,
‘public key’ and ‘private key’), understanding the practical intention and
purpose of cryptographic operations such as signing messages. Around
the same time, Adams and Sasse published another article that is now
part of the usable security and privacy canon: “Users Are Not the
Enemy” (Adams and Sasse, 1999). In that paper, the authors conducted
an online questionnaire through which they analyzed user perceptions
and behaviors relating to password systems in two organizations. Their
analysis uncovered that poor end-user security behaviors are likely
the result of a failure to employ human-centered design processes in
designing password systems, resulting in systems that require users to
engage in practices antagonistic to their workfows and that assume
in-depth knowledge of computer security.
The usable privacy and security community has since expanded
on these analyses. Indeed, there have been at least two replications of
Whitten and Tygar (1999) for modern encrypted email systems: e.g.,
PGP9 (Sheng et al., 2006) and Mailvelope (Ruoti et al., 2015). The
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upshot of this prior work is that security tools are often too complex
to operate for even aware and motivated end-users, suggesting that
users often do not have the specialized knowledge to actually utilize
security tools. For example, many users cannot distinguish legitimate vs.
fraudulent URLs, nor forged vs. legitimate email headers (Dhamija et al.,
2006). Another study revealed how security features in Windows XP,
Internet Explorer, Outlook Express, and Word applications are difcult
for lay users to navigate (Furnell et al., 2006). Ion et al. (2015) found
that the privacy and security behaviors of non-experts and experts only
thinly overlap, owing largely to a knowledge gap between the two groups.
And, almost every year, we see new critical analyses of security and
privacy systems and controls that are unusable: e.g., FIDO2 roaming
authenticators (Owens et al., 2021).
In general, security systems must be usable, fast, and comprehensible
by non-experts if they are to minimize the gulf of execution.
The gulf of evaluation
In the context of security and privacy, the gulf of evaluation entails
whether or not a user understands how their behaviors and decisions materially impact the protection of their data, devices and resources against
pertinent threats. However, the abstractness and invisibility of security
threats combined with the unfalsifability of security claims (Herley,
2009) makes bridging the gulf of evaluation a longstanding challenge.
First, prior work suggests that security and privacy concerns, and
the expert-recommended advice to protect against these concerns, are
difcult for end-users to evaluate because they are abstract (Whitten
and Tygar, 1999) — attackers are remote and invisible, may or may
not exist, will only be material at some unknowable point in the future,
and the mechanisms through which they may attack are difcult for
non-experts to comprehend. Indeed, in an analysis of users’ mental
models of how the Internet works and how attackers might compromise
one’s personal data in transmission, Kang et al. (2015) found that
non-expert end-users had simple and vague models relative to the more
technical and articulated models of experts. These more articulated
models, in turn, exposed more avenues through which attackers might
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intercept and edit personal data. Wash (2010) similarly found that
home computer users harbored folk models of security threats that were
sometimes simplistic and that attackers could exploit gaps in these
users’ knowledge to circumvent their defensive eforts.
Moreover, Herley (2009) argued that many security claims are unfalsifable — it is not possible, for example, to defnitely state that
one is “secure” only that one has not yet been compromised. This
unfalsifability, in turn, reduces users’ ability to assess whether or not
the expert-recommended security advice they are given will help protect against pertinent threats and for how long. For example, systems
that employ adversarial machine learning to allow users to evade facial
recognition surveillance have recently been proposed (Shan et al., 2020;
Cherepanova et al., 2021; Chandrasekaran et al., 2020), but the efcacy
of these systems are in constant fux as new defenses against these
adversarial techniques are proposed. While an inevitable byproduct of
the arms race inherent to security technologies, even expert end-users
can have difculty understanding to what extent they are protected, for
how long, and against whom.
3.4.2

Accessibility / Inclusivity

Beyond usability, the accessibility of S&P technologies can also exacerbate or mitigate ability barriers for users. Users are not a monolith; for
example, they may have diferent physical abilities, come from diferent
cultural contexts, have diferent digital literacies, and have difering
levels of educational attainment. These diferences, in turn, can materially impact from where users get S&P advice (Redmiles et al., 2016a),
how disruptive or demanding a given S&P practice might be (Bigham
and Cavender, 2009; Ma et al., 2013), and whether a user is capable of
independently performing a particular behavior (Murthy et al., 2021).
Recognizing the broad diversity of people and how some populations of
users are under-served by existing S&P controls, Wang (2018) outlined
a vision for “inclusive security” that is “concerned with designing security and privacy mechanisms that are inclusive to people with various
characteristics, abilities, needs, and values.” Note that our coverage
of the relevant literature here is necessarily limited given the breadth
and diversity of the human experience — our objective here is simply
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to demonstrate that diferences across user sub-populations materially
impact ability barriers in end-user S&P.
As an example, while S&P technologies are often inhibiting in nature,
the encumbrances they impose are sometimes disproportionately worse
for people with disabilities. CAPTCHAs, for example, are a nuisance for
most users but are one of the most signifcant accessibility hurdles for
people with visual impairments (WebAIM, 2017). Even alternatives designed to be more accessible — like audioCAPTCHAs — are slower and
more cognitively demanding for people with visual impairments than
visual CAPTCHAs are for others (Bigham and Cavender, 2009). Cognitive disability can also exacerbate ability barriers for S&P technologies
and practices. In a comparative analysis of graphical and alphanumeric
password systems among neurotypical users and users with Down syndrome, Ma et al. (2013) found that those with Down syndrome found
the creation and use of graphical passwords to be signifcantly more
demanding and less preferable. One caveat, however, is that is important
not to over-generalize from one population to another. For example,
Marne et al. (2017) found that some graphical passwords were actually
easy to learn and usable for participants with learning disabilities such
as Dyslexia and Dyscalculia. In other words, interventions that address
ability barriers for one population may inadvertently introduce ability
barriers for other populations.
Digital literacy can also create ability barriers. Some older adults,
may have low digital literacy (Hargittai and Dobransky, 2017), which can
cause them to be disproportionately targeted by Internet fraud (Reisig
et al., 2015) and complicate their ability to enact expert-recommended
S&P behaviors (Frik et al., 2019b). As a result, prior research has
demonstrated that users with lower literacy often call upon social
connections with higher literacy to act as S&P stewards or caregivers
(Murthy et al., 2021; Kropczynski et al., 2021), though this ad-hoc
practice is rarely inherently supported by existing S&P controls and
can result in stewards having too much power.
In sum, one-size-fts-all approaches cannot adequately address the
broad diversity of people who use computing technologies and, therefore,
must interact with S&P controls to keep their digital accounts, devices,
and resources protected.
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Summary

Using extant models of human behavior and technology adoption as
a lens, we synthesized prior literature spanning usable privacy and
security to introduce the security and privacy acceptance framework
(SPAF). Note that the SPAF, in and of itself, is not an empirically
validated model but a framework through which we can systematically
reason about the factors that underlie users’ decisions to accept or reject
expert-recommended security and privacy advice. The SPAF posits that
there are three high-level factors that ultimately explain what leads
to end-user acceptance and adoption of expert-recommended S&P advice: awareness, motivation and ability. Awareness encompasses a user’s
knowledge of threats pertinent to the data, devices and resources they
would like to be protected, as well as the expert-recommended advice and
strategies to protect against those threats. Motivation encompasses factors that underlie end-users’ willingness to follow expert-recommended
advice to protect their data, devices and resources against pertinent
threats. Finally, ability encompasses factors that encompass whether or
not a user is capable of converting intention into action by accurately
enacting expert-recommended security and privacy advice. We next
review the interventions, systems and tools designed to encourage more
widespread adoption of expert-recommended security and privacy advice
as they relate to the SPAF.

4
Encouraging Widespread Security & Privacy
Acceptance

The SPAF systematizes factors that lead to user acceptance or rejection
of expert-recommended security and privacy advice, but can also help
categorize attempts to improve acceptance of expert-recommended
security advice. We next review attempts to improve end-user awareness
of, motivation to adopt, and ability to implement expert-recommended
security and privacy advice. As we will discuss in the sections to follow,
eforts have been made at improving all parts of the SPAF stack.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that the related work mentioned
here is just a sampling of the enormous efort put forth by the usable
security community at creating systems, tools, and other interventions
to increase end-user acceptance of pro-S&P behaviors. Moreover, while
we have attempted to categorize prior art at improving awareness,
motivation and ability in the subsections to follow, the most efective
interventions address, at least partially, multiple diferent barriers in
the SPAF — i.e., these interventions are not necessarily exclusive to
addressing just one barrier. Table 4.1 summarizes the prior work we
surveyed as they relate to addressing the barriers in the SPAF.
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Table 4.1: Prior work on encouraging end-user acceptance of S&P categorized as
addressing awareness, motivation, and/or ability. The majority of prior work has
focused on addressing the ability barrier, though there have also been attempts
at addressing the awareness and motivation barriers. While some prior art may at
least peripherally address two barriers, we found no prior work that has empirically
validated addressing all three.
⊕ Work that has empirically validated addressing the barrier in question.
⊙ Work that hypothesizes addressing the barrier in question.

Awareness campaigns
Khan et al. (2011)
Kajzer et al. (2014)
Strand (2018)
Bada et al. (2019)
Scrimgeour and Ophof (2019)
Simulated Attacks
Ferguson (2005)
Dodge Jr et al. (2007)
Jansson and Solms (2013)
Kumaraguru et al. (2008)
Kumaraguru et al. (2009)
Warnings / Notifcations
Egelman et al. (2008b)
Kelley et al. (2009)
Bravo-Lillo et al. (2013)
Felt et al. (2015)
Anderson et al. (2015)
Wilson et al. (2017)
Petelka et al. (2019)
Napoli et al. (2020)
Do et al. (2021a)
Games
Sheng et al. (2006)
Denning et al. (2013)
Dabrowski et al. (2015)
Alotaibi et al. (2017)
CJ et al. (2018)
Mostafa and Faragallah (2019)
Alqahtani and Kavakli-Thorne (2020)
Chen et al. (2020)
Nudges
Wang et al. (2014)
Almuhimedi et al. (2015)
Nicholson et al. (2018)
Frik et al. (2019a)
Story et al. (2020)
Golla et al. (2021)
Pro-social design
Goldschlag et al. (1999)
DiGioia and Dourish (2005)
Goecks et al. (2009)
Bonneau et al. (2009)
Das et al. (2017)
Egelman et al. (2013)
Maxwell (2013)
Benet (2014)
Das et al. (2014b)

Addresses
Awareness?

Addresses
Motivation?

⊙
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕

⊙
⊙

⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊙
⊕
⊙
⊕
⊕
⊙
⊙
⊙
⊕
⊕
⊙
⊙
⊙
⊕
⊙

⊙

Addresses
Ability?

⊙
⊙
⊙

⊕
⊙
⊙
⊙
⊕
⊙
⊕
⊙

⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊙
⊙
⊙
⊙
⊙
⊙
⊕

⊙
⊕
⊙
⊕
⊙
⊙
⊕
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Table 4.1: Continued.
Addresses
Awareness?

Ohyama and Kanaoka (2015)
Dupuis and Khan (2018)
Mendel et al. (2021)
Krsek et al. (2022)
Logas et al. (2022)
Wu et al. (2022a)
Akter et al. (2022)
Zhang et al. (2021)
Improving passwords
McCarney et al. (2012)
Bonneau and Schechter (2014)
Blocki et al. (2014)
Stobert and Biddle (2014)
Das et al. (2016)
Mayer et al. (2016)
Yıldırım and Mackie (2019)
Shay et al. (2015)
Ur et al. (2017)
Guan et al. (2017)
Stobert et al. (2020)
Password alternatives
Monrose and Rubin (1997)
Mantyjarvi et al. (2005)
Brainard et al. (2006)
Alsulaiman and El Saddik (2006)
Alsulaiman and El Saddik (2008)
Wobbrock (2009)
Schechter et al. (2009)
Thorpe et al. (2013)
Hayashi et al. (2013)
Das et al. (2013)
Hang et al. (2015)
Karapanos et al. (2015)
Woo et al. (2016)
George et al. (2019)
Das et al. (2019b)
Usable access control
Kapadia et al. (2004)
Bauer et al. (2007)
Egelman et al. (2008a)
Reeder et al. (2008)
Wang et al. (2009)
Reeder et al. (2011)
Mazurek et al. (2011)
Vaniea et al. (2012)
Mazurek et al. (2014)
Klemperer et al. (2012)
Secure messaging
Ruoti et al. (2016)
Lerner et al. (2017)
Do et al. (2021c)
Accessibility / inclusivity
Bigham and Cavender (2009)
Azenkot et al. (2012)
Barbosa et al. (2016)
Jain et al. (2019)
Havron et al. (2019)
Fanelle et al. (2020)

Addresses
Motivation?
⊕
⊕

⊙

⊕
⊙
⊙
⊕

Addresses
Ability?
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕

⊙
⊙
⊙
⊙

⊕
⊕
⊕
⊙
⊕
⊙
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊙
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊙
⊙
⊙
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕

⊙

⊙

⊙

⊙

⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊙
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊙
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊙
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊙
⊕
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Table 4.1: Continued.
Addresses
Awareness?
Intelligent automation
Sadeh et al. (2009)
Zhao et al. (2014)
Liu et al. (2016b)
Liu et al. (2016a)
Do et al. (2021b)

4.1

⊙

Addresses
Motivation?

Addresses
Ability?
⊙
⊙
⊙
⊕
⊕

Improving Awareness

Prior work seeking to improve end-users’ awareness of S&P threats fall
into three broad categories: awareness training campaigns, warning &
notifcations, and tools to improve operational / situational awareness
of threats.
4.1.1

Awareness training campaigns

Awareness campaigns are time-bound strategies to increase visibility,
among either a targeted population or the public-at-large, of general
S&P threats and the pertinent expert recommendations to combat
these threats. Awareness campaigns have been explored, for example,
to improve information security awareness among employees in organizations (e.g., Lebek et al., 2013), among broader populations of users in
multi-national contexts (e.g., Bada et al., 2019), and among end-users
of specifc systems (e.g., Das et al., 2014b). The specifc tactics and
strategies used in awareness campaigns can vary. For example, Facebook
annually shows a subset of its users a notifcation informing them of
the presence of optional-use security tools like two-factor authentication
and login notifcations (Das et al., 2014b). Other awareness campaigns
may involve presentations or training that employees at a company are
required or encouraged to view.
Prior literature suggests that awareness campaigns can modestly
improve end-user awareness of cyber-threats. Indeed, in conducting a
review of the efcacy of awareness campaigns at improving information
security awareness in institutions of higher learning, Rezgui and Marks
(2008) found that institutions that have awareness campaigns were
considered more successful and advanced in information security than
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institutions without. Scrimgeour and Ophof (2019) found that an
information security awareness campaign in an organization in South
Africa resulted in a “slight increase in the user’s knowledge of security
controls in their day-to-day working environment.”
However, prior work also suggests awareness campaigns often fail
to result in actual behavior change, and that the messaging, cultural
context, and the personalities and attitudes of those to whom the
campaigns are presented can all impact efcacy. Siponen (2000) used
the theory of planned behavior and the technology acceptance model as
a lens to critically analyze how awareness campaigns fall short, fnding
that awareness campaigns that contain only descriptive messaging
of threats are unlikely to change behavior and that what is needed
is prescriptive information that more directly corresponds to specifc
behavioral changes. In a more recent meta-analysis of why awareness
campaigns often fail to change end-user behavior, Bada et al. (2019)
argued that awareness campaigns are likely insufcient if the broader
goal is to change behavior — awareness, the authors argue, is just
one factor that leads to behavior change. Indeed, much prior work on
awareness campaigns do confate awareness of behavior with behavioral
intention. As we argue in presenting the SPAF in the previous section,
however, awareness is just one of three factors that are necessary for
the acceptance and adoption of pro-S&P behaviors. Bada et al. (2019)
also compared awareness campaigns in the U.K. and Africa and found
that the messaging was culturally situated: campaigns in the UK, for
example, emphasize individuals and the need to protect one’s own data,
whereas campaigns in Africa appear to be more likely to refer to fulflling
one’s duties and obligations to a social group and/or community.
Beyond situating the messaging of an awareness campaign, Kajzer
et al. (2014) suggest that the messaging in awareness campaigns should
be tailored to individual personality types. In evaluating how participants who varied across a range of personality psychometrics — i.e., Big
Five personality traits, Machiavellianism, and social desirability — responded to awareness messages framed in terms of deterrence, morality,
regret, feedback, and incentive, the authors found some modest efects.
Specifcally, people who scored higher on agreeableness and neuroticism
were more likely to respond to awareness messages framed in terms of
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deterrence, whereas people who scored higher on social desirability were
less likely to respond to awareness messages framed in terms of morality
(Kajzer et al., 2014). In a mixed methods analysis of how a security
awareness campaign deployed in an organization of 2000 knowledge
workers was diferently received by diferent employees, Strand (2018)
found diferences in “gender, age and management responsibility level
with regard to information security in the workplace.” The upshot of
this prior work is that awareness campaigns may need to be tailored to
individuals to be maximally efective.
Social proof and normative information might also motivate positive
responses to messaging campaigns. In an analysis of messaging used in
health awareness campaigns, Khan et al. (2011) posit that the use of
normative signals — i.e., information about one’s peers behaviors and
attitudes — may result in improved compliance with and efcacy of
security awareness campaigns. One possible explanation for this efect is
that including normative information can also be a motivational boost,
addressing both awareness and motivation at once. In organizational
contexts, Strand (2018) also found that management and peers can play
an infuential role in how security awareness campaigns are received.
4.1.2

Simulated phishing attacks

Phishing encompasses a broad range of social engineering attacks in
which an attacker attempts to “fraudulently acquire sensitive information from a victim by impersonating a trustworthy third party” (Jagatic
et al., 2007) — for example, account credentials, credit card numbers,
personally identifable information. Phishing remains one of the most
pernicious end-user facing problems in cybersecurity today. Unsurprisingly, then, improving end-user awareness of phishing threats remains
of strong academic and industrial interest.
In organizational and institutional settings, simulated phishing attacks are commonly utilized to improve member / employee awareness
of phishing threats. Tracing its root to military security exercises, in
simulated phishing attacks, organizations spoof innocuous emails that
should be identifed as phish as a means of measuring how many of their
members might fall prey (Ferguson, 2005; Dodge Jr et al., 2007). Some
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of these simulated phishing attacks are further embedded with training
materials designed to educate victims about phishing threats (e.g., on
identifying common hallmarks of phish) (e.g., Jansson and Solms, 2013)
— the idea being that the moment during which an individual falls prey
to a simulated phish is a “teachable moment” in which educational
interventions are likely to be particularly efective (Kumaraguru et al.,
2008).
Prior work has illustrated that simulated phishing attacks, particularly those with embedded training, are efective at raising awareness
of phish. Moreover, Kumaraguru et al. (2009) found that the efects of
these phishing interventions can last at least as long as 28 days and that
simulated phishing attacks do not appear to decrease users’ willingness
to click on links in legitimate messages.
While simulated attacks have been shown to raise awareness of
phishing attacks in organizational contexts, there is comparatively less
data on the efectiveness of such simulated attacks for security awareness
outside of phishing and outside of organizational contexts. In addition,
the ethics of running simulated phishing attacks outside of employee
security training and assessment has also come under scrutiny. For
example, Jagatic et al. (2007) ran a simulated spear phishing attack
on university students by scraping publicly accessible social meta-data
from students’ social media profles to personalize the phishing messages
being sent, but the study was met with signifcant backlash by those
who were targeted.
4.1.3

Warning & notifcation design

Warnings and notifcations are commonly used to inform end-users
about security and privacy threats and/or tools, advice and behaviors
that can help protect users from those threats. These warnings and
notifcations can be both reactive (shown in response to an action
initiated by the end-user) or proactive (shown independent of user
action or context to encourage general awareness). There is ample prior
work on improving end-user awareness of cybersecurity threats through
improved warning and notifcation design in many distinct domains.
Note, however, that while warnings and notifcations primarily improve
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awareness they can also improve motivation and ability — Fogg (2009)
notes that some behavioral triggers might be “sparks” (that improve
motivation) while others might be “facilitators” (that simplify desired
action). In the context of improving S&P acceptance, however, much
of the extant work has focused on improving awareness: generally by
assessing how well a warning captures users’ attention when competing
with other tasks and information, as well as by reducing habituation —
the tendency for users to more weakly react to warnings that are similar
to ones they have seen in the past (Vance et al., 2018).
A dominant thrust of prior work on improving S&P warnings and
notifcations focuses on improving interaction, visual and information
design. For example, Egelman et al. (2008b) found that, in web browsers,
active warnings that commanded a user’s attention were more likely
to be noticed than passive warnings. However, active interruptions
disrupt end-user experience and should be avoided unless critical. Felt
et al. (2014; 2015) improved end-user adherence to Google Chrome
SSL warnings by reducing technical jargon, improving visual appeal
and carefully designing choice architectures to make safe options the
default action. Bravo-Lillo et al. (2013) introduced the idea of inhibitive
attractors — interactive, animated elements that attract users attention
to pertinent information when it seems like they might make a hazardous
choice (e.g., clicking through a warning), and found that users were more
likely to make an informed decision when exposed to these attractors.
Anderson et al. (2015) found that polymorphic warnings — those
that are visually varied upon repeated exposures to the same user —
are more resilient to habituation efects. Kelley et al. (2009) explored
redesigning privacy policies as “nutrition labels”, fnding that their
approach allowed participants to more quickly and accurately fnd
pertinent privacy information as compared to a plain text baseline.
Finally, the positioning and context of presentation also matters.
Petelka et al. (2019) explored and experimentally evaluated warnings to
reduce end-user susceptibility to email phish. Specifcally, they tested
positioning phishing warnings close to suspicious links in emails, displaying warnings on hover interactions over links in emails, and by
forcing users to click only on raw URLs instead of aliased hyperlinks. In
a between-subjects experiment with 701 users, the authors found that
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placing warnings near email links and forcing users to pay attention to
raw URLs were the most efective at reducing users’ susceptibility to
email phish. In a broad review of privacy notices, Schaub et al. (2015)
synthesized a design space for efective privacy notices to help designers
reason about factors that are important to consider when designing new
privacy notifcations.
Prior work has also explored non-visual warning modalities. For
example, Micallef et al. (2017) explored combinations of modalities for
smartphone notifcations and found that people preferred privacy notifcations to be non-auditory and distinct from other types of notifcations.
Beyond user preference, Vance et al. (2018) found neurological evidence
that non-essential notifcations can blur with security warnings when
distributed through the same communication channels, further motivating the need to communicate security and privacy information through
distinct notifcation channels. Wilson et al. (2017) introduced thermal
feedback as a new way to communicate web browser security warnings to
a user by examining the association between people’s perception about
temperature and the level of security. Furthermore, Napoli et al. (2020)
discuss that the efect that thermal stimulation has on an end-user’s
cognition can help improve their security awareness. Their preliminary
fndings suggest that thermal stimulation could help communicate the
security of TLS certifcates to end-users. However, they also note that
this thermal feedback might confuse end-users because the heating pad
used to deliver the thermal warning may contain residual heat after
users navigate away from an insecure website. Do et al. (2021a) designed
and evaluated Spidey Sense, a wristband that produces customizable
squeezing sensations to alert users to urgent cybersecurity warnings.
Through a series of lab studies, they found that “squeeze” notifcations
were judged by end-users as being more appropriate for important and
urgent cybersecurity warnings than a vibrotactile buzz.
Finally, services like “Have I Been Pwned?”1 and password health
services ofered by password managers like Dashlane help improve endusers operational awareness of when their data may have been included
in data breaches. However, the specifc efects of these monitoring
1

https://haveibeenpwned.com/
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services on end-user awareness and behavior have yet to be empirically
measured.
4.1.4

Games

Games have been broadly explored as a mechanism to improve end-user,
employee and student awareness of key S&P concepts and threats. While
games can be used to improve motivation and ability as well, they have
canonically been explored in the context of improving S&P awareness.
Indeed, in a review of a number of games developed for cybersecurity
education and training, Hill Jr et al. (2020) found that many existing
such games can be categorized into one of four categories — security
awareness, network and web security, cryptography, and secure software development — and that, of these categories, games developed
to improve security awareness were the most populous. In particular,
prior literature has explored the use of “serious” and/or “transformational” games — i.e., games designed to change the knowledge, attitudes
and/or behaviors players even after playing the game — to improve
cybersecurity awareness and knowledge.
Games for improving employee awareness of organizational cyber
threats
Many of the original games developed in the context of S&P education
and training were developed to improve employee S&P awareness in
organizational contexts. In a broader review of 28 papers, Hendrix et al.
(2016) attempted to assess whether games were generally suitable for
employee S&P awareness training. While they found that most of the
papers they reviewed lacked a rigorous evaluation, the 11 papers that
did include an empirical evaluation of games on S&P awareness were
generally positive. One of the earliest and most infuential examples of
games being used to improve employee cybersecurity awareness is Sheng
et al. (2007)’s Anti-Phishing Phil, in which end-users were taught to
distinguish between authentic and phishing websites based on attributes
of the URL of that website. Through a between-subjects experiment
with a general population of Internet users, the authors found that endusers who played Anti-Phishing Phil versus receiving an informational
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packet were better able to identify fraudulent websites, suggesting that
games can be efective in improving awareness. In a similar vein, CJ
et al. (2018) recently designed and evaluated a similar narrative-style
phishing awareness training game, Phishy. Through an evaluation with
8071 employees in an enterprise setting, the authors found that such
games were efective at improving phishing awareness for individuals
who were novices or intermediate at cybersecurity and privacy, but had
little efect on experts.
Games for teaching cybersecurity concepts to students
Games have also been explored as a means of teaching S&P concepts
to students. For example, Mostafa and Faragallah (2019) developed six
games to loosely approximate games from prior work, all in diferent
genres, and evaluated the pedagogical efectiveness of these games
at improving students’ S&P awareness with 81 undergraduates in a
controlled experiment. Treatment groups used the games the authors had
developed, while the control group used lecture notes. The dependent
variable that was compared between the two groups was students’
performance on a written test. The authors found that students in the
treatment groups performed signifcantly better on the written test
than those in the control group. However, there also remains signifcant
room for improvement in educational S&P game design. In a review
of 183 publications related to cybersecurity games/gamifcation for
educational purposes, Roepke and Schroeder (2019) found that existing
games primarily teach factual knowledge but note that “to actually
teach more sustainable knowledge or skills in CS, we need to teach a
mixture of factual, conceptual and procedural knowledge”.
Games for improving the general public’s awareness of S&P
Roepke and Schroeder (2019) also found that over 60% of the games
represented in the 183 papers they reviewed were targeted towards
end-users with no prior knowledge or skill in computer science. In
another broad review of games to improve end-user awareness of S&P,
Alotaibi et al. (2016) argued that games can be efective at improving
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end-user awareness of S&P but that most such games focus on general
awareness of S&P threats and defensive strategies; few focus on in-depth
awareness raising of specifc S&P issues such as, e.g., constructing strong
passwords. However, there are some exceptions.
Alqahtani and Kavakli-Thorne (2020) presented a design and preliminary evaluation of a mobile augmented reality game, CybAR. Participants downloaded a mobile gaming application and scanned QR codes
placed throughout a university. Each QR code was associated with a
game challenge to raise participants’ awareness of a particular S&P
issue. For each challenge, participants were presented with a scenario
and asked what they would like to do in response. If they made the
wrong choice, they would be presented with the potential security consequences of this choice (e.g., having their account “hacked”). The authors
conducted a preliminary evaluation of the game with 91 volunteers at a
university. They found that participant impressions towards the game
were generally favorable, but there was no empirical test to assess if the
game raised awareness.
To raise awareness of the risks associated with malware and weak
passwords, Alotaibi et al. (2017) presented the design of two mobile
gaming applications, Malware Guardian and Password Protector, respectively. Malware Guardian presented users with new malware threats
over time, requiring participants to select the correct way to defend
against the threat. Password Protector scored participant passwords to
help them create strong, memorable passwords. Their work, however,
was also not formally evaluated.
While cybersecurity awareness games are typically computer or video
games, as exemplifed above, Denning et al. (2013) designed a board
game, titled “Control-Alt-Hack”, to “increase people’s prioritization
of computer security” and “increase people’s awareness of computer
security needs and challenges.” A peripheral goal was also to improve
people’s awareness of the job responsibilities of computer security professionals. While Control-Alt-Hack was also not formally evaluated, it
has been the foundation for follow-up work exploring games as a vector
to improve end-user S&P awareness.
From our own review of the literature, while there have been a
number of games developed to improve end-user S&P awareness, few
have been empirically evaluated.
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Improving Motivation

Motivational interventions explore strategies to make people want to
act in line with expert S&P recommendations. Prior work seeking to
improve end-users’ motivation to adhere to expert-recommended S&P
advice fall into three broad categories: nudges, transformational games,
and pro-social design.
4.2.1

Nudges / soft-paternalism

In their canonical book, Nudge, Sunstein and Thaler defne nudges
as “any form of choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a
predictable way without restricting options or signifcantly changing
their economic incentives” (Thaler and Sunstein, 2009). Applied to the
context of end-user security and privacy, then, nudges can be viewed
as UI design decisions that subtly but predictably preference users
towards adhering to expert S&P recommendations. The exploration of
S&P design nudges has been a topic of sustained interest in the usable
privacy and security community for some time.
Indeed, Acquisti et al. (2017) conducted a systematic literature
review of extant work at applying nudges and soft paternalism in the
context of end-user privacy and security. They start by describing,
from a behavioral economics perspective, the challenges end-users face
with respect to privacy and security decision making: i.e., information
asymmetry, bounded rationality, and a suite of cognitive biases ranging
from loss aversion to hyperbolic time discounting to status quo bias.
They then introduce dimensions of nudges that have been and can be
used to help counteract these challenges. Specifcally, they list six such
dimensions in total: information, in which users are educated or given
feedback about the risks associated with given decisions; presentation, in
which information is shown to users in a manner that reduces cognitive
load to understand risk and safe options; defaults, in which controls
are set to secure and/or private settings by default; incentives, in
which users are given rewards to behave in accordance with stated
preferences; reversibility, in which errors are both made less likely and
can be quickly corrected; and, timing, in which nudges are delivered at
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appropriate times. The authors also briefy discuss the ethics of nudging
and enumerate a set of four questions that help identify conficts among
nudgers and nudgees and that cause nudge designers to critically refect
on the appropriateness of a given nudge for a given user population.
Given that an extensive review of security and privacy nudges already
exists, our goal in this section will not be to exhaustively categorize all
extant S&P nudges. Rather, whereas Acquisti et al. (2017)’s typology
deconstruct nudges along their atomic design elements, our goal will be
to categorize these nudges based on their impact on end-user motivation
specifcally. To that end, we have identifed three distinct types of
nudges: nudges that increase friction for engaging in insecure behaviors;
nudges that encourage engaging in secure behavior; and, nudges that
inform, alarm, or surprise. Note that these categories are not necessarily
mutually exclusive; some nudges may, for example, both inform and
add friction to selecting insecure options.
Frictions: Nudges that increase friction for engaging in insecure
behaviors
In his book, The Design of Everyday Things, Don Norman recommends
making unsafe or irreversible actions difcult — but not impossible
— for users to do (Norman, 2013). Distler et al. (2020) operationalize
this idea in the context of S&P with “security-enhancing frictions” —
interaction designs that complicate or encumber engaging in insecure
behaviors in order “to mitigate the risk of a certain attack.” A broad
range of motivational nudges might be considered security-enhancing
frictions that make insecure behaviors less convenient, thereby favoring
more secure options.
For example, owing to habituation, users commonly ignore computer security warnings. Bravo-Lillo et al. (2013) designed and tested
a number of “inhibitive attractors” to combat habituation efects in
the presentation of computer security dialogs to end-users. Inhibitive
attractors are user interface elements that command end-user attention
and inhibit click-through actions until the attractors are heeded. Examples include animations that highlight critical information in security
dialogs, progressive reveals that do not immediately aford users the
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ability to click through the dialog, and requiring users to type in critical
information into text felds before enabling the click-through option.
In an experimental evaluation, the authors found that users who were
presented with inhibitive attractors were signifcantly less likely to select the less secure option than those who were shown an unmodifed
computer security dialog. In a similar vein, in a feld trial with 28
participants, Wang et al. (2014) evaluated how introducing a delay to
posting content on Facebook might allow users to reconsider posting
content that may potentially result in regret. The authors found that
while such a nudge did indeed result in a number of post cancellations
and edits, some users found the nudge to be too intrusive.
Felt et al. (2015) reported on a feld study they conducted in redesigning Google Chrome’s default SSL warnings to improve end-users’
comprehension of the risks associated with expired SSL certifcates, as
well as to improve end-user’s adherence to the warning by exiting out of
the suspect webpage. Specifcally, they removed technical jargon from
the warning description, made the safe option easy-to-access and visually
prominent, and increased friction for ignoring the warning by hiding the
“unsafe” option within a menu. While their proposed re-designs failed
to improve end-user comprehension, they nearly doubled the number of
end-users who adhered to the “safe option” of the warning.
On balance, while frictions can encourage compliance with expert
recommendations, they should be used sparingly: as might be predicted,
evidence suggests that they are efective, but annoying.
Sparks: Nudges that encourage and/or simplify engaging in secure
behaviors
Fogg (2009) refers to triggers that enhance one’s motivation to act as a
“spark.” In the context of S&P, researchers have also explored nudges that
make secure behaviors easier to do, more compelling, and/or attention
capturing, thereby reducing the amount of motivation users may need
to accept S&P advice.
Incentives can sometimes improve end-user motivation. Through a
controlled experiment with Mechanical Turk workers, Nicholson et al.
(2018) found that fnancial incentives can also lead to improved motivation to adhere to expert-recommended advice in password creation.
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Specifcally, users who were ofered a modest fnancial incentive to create
longer passwords were signifcantly more likely to do so than users who
were not.
Deferral actions that require users to commit to future action can
also work. Frik et al. (2019a) reported on the results of two experiments
assessing the efects, on S&P decision making, of using commitment
devices, or promises to engage in pro-S&P behaviors at some time
in the future, as a means to reduce present-bias, or the tendency to
discount future risks and gains in favor of immediate gratifcation. In
the frst experiment, participants were presented with a dialog to enable
automatic updates. A control group was given only two options, to
update immediately or to ignore the warning. Two treatment groups
were also given the option to be “reminded of” or to “commit to”
enabling automatic updates in the future. Compared to control, both
treatments were signifcantly less likely to ignore the dialog — a 12%
reduction for the commitment condition, and a 50% reduction for the
reminder condition. In a second experiment, the authors tested the
efectiveness of these treatments for three S&P behaviors: automatic
updates, enabling two-factor authentication, and enabling automatic
backups. Their results suggest that the reminder nudge is efective for
all behaviors, but the commitment nudge is only efective for enabling
automatic updates and enrolling in two-factor authentication scenarios.
In a similar vein, Story et al. (2020) presented results from an
experiment in which they evaluated how the use of two nudges could
increase adoption of secure mobile payment services like Apple Pay.
The frst nudge was an informational nudge designed to inform endusers of the risks of credit card fraud and how secure mobile payments
can address those threats. The second nudge was an “implementation
intention” nudge that helped users formulate a plan of where they
might use Apple Pay instead of a credit card. In an experiment with
411 participants, the authors found that, relative to a control group
of participants who were shown neither nudge, participants who were
shown one or both nudges were signifcantly more likely to have set-up
and used Apple Pay in the week following the experiment.
The messaging in nudges can also increase or decrease user motivation. Golla et al. (2021) explored how messaging in warnings can afect
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Facebook user’s adoption of two-factor authentication. In one experiment, they found that emphasizing account security as a user’s personal
responsibility resulted in 33% more viewers clicking on a notifcation
to enable two-factor authentication. In a follow-up experiment, they
further found that addressing users by their frst name increased clicks
by 26%, that providing an explicit “not now” option increased clicks
by 11%, and that blocking notifcations increased click rates by 22%.
Almuhimedi et al. (2015) designed and evaluated a privacy nudge on
top of an Android permission manager that, once a day, informed users
about the number of times their location, calendar, call logs, or contacts had been accessed by the apps they had installed on their phones.
Through a feld study, they found that users were signifcantly more
likely to check their permission managers and update their permission
settings when presented with these nudges versus when they only had
the permission manager installed. These nudges, however, were not
presented specifcally when a specifc app used a permission but were
aggregated and shown to users at a randomly selected time throughout
the day.
However, motivating nudges can also potentially backfre by increasing user S&P concern over the nudging service provide. In an
observational study of 382 German Facebook users, however, Kroll and
Stieglitz (2021) warn that nudges that encourage users to engage in
pro-S&P behaviors can enhance end-user privacy concern rather than
make them feel at ease. Unfortunately, this fnding suggests a potential
incentive misalignment between frst-party data aggregators and their
end-users: data aggregators who act in the best interests of their users
by nudging them towards improved privacy settings risk increasing their
users’ general privacy concerns as compared to a data aggregator who
instead hides privacy options from their end-users.
4.2.2

Transformational Games

Outside of nudges, transformational games are an emerging class of S&P
motivation interventions. Whereas traditional games are developed to
specifcally be entertaining while played, transformational games are designed to eliciting lasting change in the player. For example, educational
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games are designed to teach players skills that are transferrable to the
real world well beyond the scope of the game, and perspective-taking
games are designed to inform players about perspectives that they may
not experience in their own lives. As discussed in the previous section,
many games developed to encourage user acceptance of expert S&P advice are educational in nature and focus on improving awareness, but a
small number of games have also focused on improving user motivation.
For example, Chen et al. (2020) designed a transformational game,
Hacked Time, to improve end-user self-efcacy and attitudes towards
adhering to expert-recommended security and privacy behaviors. Hacked
Time puts the player in the role of a time-traveling detecting who
helps a college student deal with a security breach by going back
in time and solving puzzles. This temporal shifting is designed to
help players assess the causal impact of security-relevant decisions on
negative outcomes downstream. In a randomized, controlled trial with
178 online participants, the authors found that participants who played
Hacked Time had improved security attitudes and self-efcacy with
using cybersecurity tools relative to a baseline group of participants
who were given the equivalent information through a text document.
Whereas Hacked Time focused on motivating end-users, other work
has focused on motivating developers. Dabrowski et al. (2015) presented
an observational self-assessment of how gamifying a computer security
class led to increased student satisfaction. Specifcally, the authors
describe an approach to teaching ofensive computer security skills that
requires students to pick a “hacker” pseudonym and play the role of a
hacker in a narrative storyline in which they are presented with security
challenges and encouraged to solve those challenges faster than other
students. The authors surveyed 183 students and conducted 130 “survey
interviews” to solicit student feedback. While there was no baseline
comparison group, the authors present some self-reported evidence
that students appreciated the gamifed approach to learning ofensive
computer security skills.
While games to increase S&P motivation are less common than
games to increase S&P awareness, the preliminary evidence suggests
that transformational games may be an increasingly important vector
to improve end-user S&P motivation.
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Pro-social design

In line with the recent focus on modeling the efects of social infuences
on S&P acceptance, an emerging line of research has explored the design
of pro-social S&P technologies to encourage the use of S&P technologies.
In an early position paper, Das discusses three critical dimensions for
pro-social design in S&P technologies (Das, 2016): observability, or
making adherence to expert S&P recommendations easily visible to
others; cooperation, or allowing for collectives of users to work towards
mutually benefcial S&P outcomes; and, stewardship, or allowing for
some users to act in beneft of other users. While pro-social design
can impact awareness, motivation, and ability, its efect on increasing
end-user motivation or reducing the need for end-user motivation in
increasing S&P acceptance is perhaps the most well studied in extant
intervention work.
Observability
In social psychology, “social proof” refers to people’s tendency to look to
others for cues on how to behave in uncertain circumstances (Cialdini,
1987). In other words, people usually conform to what others around
them do unless they have frm conviction for breaking the norm. In the
context of S&P, Das defnes “observability” as the ability for end-users
to witness and emulate the S&P behaviors and decisions of others
(Das, 2016). Most existing S&P tools and interfaces are not specifcally
designed to be observable — they tend to be hidden in confguration
menus and produce no easily visible alteration to the user experience
or user. Some S&P tools, however, are implicitly observable: graphical
passwords, for example, or two-factor authentication dongles.
In early work presaging more recent developments in social cybersecurity, DiGioia and Dourish (2005) describes the idea of “social
navigation” as a means of improving the observability of S&P behaviors.
Social navigation can be thought of as vestiges of other users’ behaviors
that, for example, show users which S&P functions and controls are
most commonly used by other users in a system. While not formally
implemented and evaluated, the authors discuss the possibility that this
“social navigation” may help motivate improved S&P behaviors. While
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DiGioia and Dourish conceptualized social navigation in the context of
S&P, their contribution was primarily theoretical. Goecks et al. (2009)
presented a design and evaluation of two systems that operationalize
the concept of social navigation in S&P. Acumen employed social navigation to help users with cookie management: the system aggregates
user decisions to accept or reject cookies for a given website. Bonfre
employed social navigation to help users with frewall confguration:
the system compiles users’ Firewall confguration settings for specifc
software and presents that information to other users to assist in their
decision making. Through a limited feld deployment, the authors found
that while social navigation can help simplify end-user S&P, a number
of issues arise. The most prominent such issue is herding behavior,
where users uncritically accept the community consensus without understanding why. This challenge arises, in part, because social navigation
systems can help address the motivation barrier but does not improve
user awareness. Though herding behavior is, in some ways, the point of
social navigation, uncritically promoting herding behavior can result
in user confusion and can potentially be vulnerable to attacks where
malicious users collude to shift community consensus (Goecks et al.,
2009).
Other work has empirically evaluated the efects of social observability on S&P behaviors. For example, Egelman et al. (2013) performed
a multi-phased experiment in which they assessed the efects of password meters on strength of password selection for both important and
unimportant accounts. In particular, they explored two treatment conditions relative to a baseline control condition with no meter: (i) showing
users a “peer password motivator” that compared the strength of a
participant’s password to other users (i.e., “your password is stronger
than N% of your peers”), (ii) showing participants a non-social meter
that visualized the bit-strength of participant’s password. They found
that while both meters resulted in higher strength password selection
for important accounts, they did not observe a statistically signifcant
diference between the peer motivator and the bit-strength motivator.
However, since Egelman et al. (2013), other researchers have found
evidence suggesting that social password meters can signifcantly outperform non-social meters in improving end-user password selection. For
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example, Ohyama and Kanaoka (2015) presented fve “social” password
meter designs and evaluated them relative to a non-social control in a
study with 700 Japanese user. They found that all social treatments
resulted in signifcantly stronger passwords than the control. Likewise,
Dupuis and Khan (2018) explored the efects of social infuence on
password strength among 48 university students, fnding that social
infuence, when paired with explicit instructions for how to improve
password strength, resulted in signifcantly higher password strength
than non-social meters with the same instructions. However, without
instructions on how to improve password strength, there was no notable
diference in password strength among those who were shown the social versus non-social password meters. In other words, social infuence
does appear to improve end-user motivation but must be paired with
materials to improve ability to be efective at imporving behavior.
Other researchers have explored increasing the social observability
of S&P behaviors beyond passwords. Das et al. (2014b) conducted a
feld experiment with 50,000 Facebook users in which they showed some
users a notifcation of how many of their friends used optional security
features on Facebook and other users a notifcation that additional
optional security features were available for their use without any
corresponding social meta-data. Both notifcations included a button
that would transport users to a settings page in which they could enable
the features for themselves (Das et al., 2014b). They found that social
notifcations were signifcantly more likely to be clicked, that the efect
increased for users with more friends who used optional security features,
and that users in the social notifcation conditions were more likely to
have adopted one of the promoted security features both 7 days and 5
months after being exposed to the notifcation.
However, the notifcations studied by Das et al. (2014b) are only
possible if metadata that captures the social relationships of users can
be correlated with use of S&P technologies. Such social metadata may
only be available to a few social networking companies. Krsek et al.
(2022) explored if social suggestions from experts and/or from the public
at large could also impact S&P acceptance. In a controlled experiment,
they found that participants were signifcantly more likely to select more
restrictive privacy settings on Facebook if suggested to do so from a
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small group of experts or the public at large. Thus, the benefcial efects
of improving S&P motivation through social recommendations and suggestions could be approximated even without social meta-data of which
of one’s immediate social connections adhere to expert-recommended
S&P advice.
Cooperation
Das (2016) defnes cooperation in the context of pro-social S&P design as
design that allows collectives of users to act in concert towards mutually
benefcial S&P outcomes. Many existing S&P tools and behaviors
are designed to improve individual S&P postures with little direct
consideration for others, though an argument could be made that
improving one’s individual S&P posture could, in turn, increase the
cost-to-beneft ratio of undirected, mass-scale attacks. Cooperative
S&P design, in contrast, makes explicit how one’s own S&P behaviors
contribute to a broader group’s or collective’s S&P goals.
A canonical example of cooperative S&P is onion routing, in which
decentralized and distributed collections of nodes route network trafc
randomly amongst themselves to make the origin of network requests
more opaque to those who do not have a full view of the network
(Goldschlag et al., 1999). Tor project2 , for example, provides a browser
through which users can employ onion routing to browse the web. Onion
routing is cooperative because individual users contribute nodes to the
onion routing network in order to use the network to increase their
own privacy; in turn, each additional node in the network improves the
anonymity and privacy provided by the network for all of its users.
Decentralized peer-to-peer networks are, more generally, also cooperative S&P technologies for that same reason. CoinJoin protocols
for cryptocurrencies, for example, allow groups of users to obfuscate
payments on public ledgers by mixing transactions together (Maxwell,
2013). If, for example, Alice wants to send $25 to Bob, and Carlos wants
to send $15 to Eve, but neither Alice nor Carlos wants people to know
to whom they are sending the funds, they can choose to instead send
these funds through a CoinJoin protocol that will accept the $25 and
2

https://www.torproject.org/
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$15 from Alice and Carlos, respectively, and send out a series of $5
payments to addresses owned by Bob and Eve. While the amounts sent
and received will still be public, the amounts specifcally sent from one
party to another will be obfuscated. Of course, the more pairs that are
included in the CoinJoin, the harder it will be for an external observer
to reconstruct payments.
Another example is the Inter-Planetary File System (IPFS): a decentralized content distribution network that allows users and developers
to unlock the benefts of cloud storage without entrusting their data to
a centralized institution (Benet, 2014). Logas et al. (2022) introduced
the idea of a “decentralized privacy overlay” (DePO) that is built on
top of IPFS. The authors created a system, ImageDePO, that allows
users to share images on Facebook without uploading those images
onto Facebook. The secret image is stored in IPFS, and a content hash
that allows users to fnd this image is steganographically encoded into
a cover image uploaded onto Facebook that is then distributed to a
user’s friend network. Other ImageDePO users in that friend network
can retrieve the secret image from IPFS.
Researchers have created other forms of cooperative S&P technologies that do not specifcally rely on decentralized networks. One example
is Thumprint, a socially cooperative form of authentication for small,
social groups (Das et al., 2017). Typical authentication models, such as
passwords, are often inappropriate for small, social groups. Consider
the case of a shared smart TV among roomates. Either every roommate
must agree upon a shared PIN that all use, or each roommate must
register their own authentication credentials with the device. In the
former case, there is no access control and revocation is hard without
invalidating the secret for everyone. The latter, in contrast, is heavy
handed and introduces a layer of social friction where roommates must
keep secrets from one another. Thumprint aims to ofer a middle ground
through shared secret knocks, in which the secret remains constant but
its expression varies among individuals. In so doing, individuals are
uniquely discernible, allowing for fner-grained access control, but the
group as a whole shares the secret (Das et al., 2017).
Wu et al. (2022a) introduced a system that allows collectives affected by data breaches and other institutional privacy violations to
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cooperatively author demands for redress. Collectives work together
to triage privacy concerns of particular import, identify counterparties
to act in order to address those concerns, and to generate and rank
specifc proposed demands those counterparties can take to address the
triaged concerns.
Other researchers have formalized design spaces for cooperative S&P
systems for specifc application domains or more broadly. For example,
Chouhan et al. (2019) employed participatory design methodologies to
develop a model for Community Oversight for Privacy and Security
(“CO-oPS”) in the context of mobile applications. Their model consists of fve inter-related concepts: community, transparency, individual
participation, awareness, and trust. They argue that designs that support community oversight of S&P behaviors should aim to build on
existing social structures and improve a sense of community; should
make behaviors of other community behaviors transparent and support
shared accountabilities; should infuence proactive individual behaviors;
should support both passive learning from and active monitoring of
others’ S&P behaviors; and, should allow incorporate mechanisms to
help users assess the credibility of community-solicited advice. Balancing
individual efort and privacy against group needs and benefts was also
an important consideration.
Moju-Igbene et al. (2022) also employed participatory design methodologies to synthesize a design for cooperative social S&P controls among
small, social group. Their design space is comprised of four concepts —
social transparency, structured of governance, stakes and responsibility,
and promoting pro-group S&P behaviors — and four associated challenges — balancing security versus privacy, combating social friction,
mitigating social herding, and minimizing coordination costs. The authors argue that in designing cooperative S&P controls for small, social
groups, it is of paramount importance to account for idiosyncratic group
dynamics (e.g., families will have very diferent desires and needs than
work colleagues), to balance issues of access and power (e.g., allowing
those with lower levels of digital literacy to retain agency), and to
provide developer tools to facilitate implementation of social controls
so that it is easy to support the design and implementation of social
S&P controls (Moju-Igbene et al., 2022).
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Stewardship
Das defnes stewardship in S&P as design that allows for trusted individuals to act in beneft of others S&P (Das, 2016). Prior work has
illustrated that while people often do not feel motivated to adhere to
expert-recommended S&P suggestions, many feel accountable for the
S&P of their friends and loved ones (e.g., Das et al., 2014a; 2018b). Others have documented evidence of individuals taking on the role of S&P
stewards for friends and loved ones (Murthy et al., 2021; Kropczynski
et al., 2021). Researchers have explored how to tap into these feelings
of accountability by developing systems that allow expert-users to act
as S&P stewards for other users.
Mendel et al. (2021) explored how older adults might solicit social
support for mobile S&P decisions, such as allowing or denying app
permission requests, getting feedback on password creation, or assessing
the legitimacy of a suspicious email link. They found that older adults
appreciated the idea of social support systems to assist them with
S&P decisions and behaviors, and could use scafolded social support
to potentially improve their own digital literacy. They also uncovered
stumbling blocks in the development of such systems — e.g., that
younger helpers can grow impatient with older adults who do not
quickly learn from the provided support. Mendel et al. (2022) also built
predictive models to identify what they call “supportable moments” —
i.e., contexts in which users might beneft from proactive assistance
to solve security & safety pertinent challenges on their mobile devices.
They collected a dataset in which they asked 150 crowd workers to rate
their willingness to receive social support across a series of vignettes that
illustrated diferent security/safety challenges that they might encounter
in using their mobile phones. They found that user anxiety, openness
to social support, self-efcacy, and general security awareness were all
strongly predictive factors for identifying supportable moments, and
that diferent models are needed for older adults and younger adults.
Akter et al. (2022) reported on the design and evaluation of a mobile
app that allows for two-way stewardship, or joint oversight over mobile
apps installed and the permission requests thereof. They evaluated the
app with parent-teen pairs in the U.S. Their results highlighted a host
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of practical design implications for systems that promote cooperation
and stewardship in S&P. For example, parents and teens tended to
focus on diferent threats, where teens considered the specifc privacy
implications of permissions while parents more generally focused on the
safety implications of particular apps. They also also observed friction
arising from the discrepancy between the egalitarian power relationship
implied by the app design and the more hierarchical power relationship
between parents and teens in practice — teens felt it was not their
place, for example, to monitor their parents’ app use. These fndings
resonate with the design space for social S&P controls proposed by
Moju-Igbene et al. (2022), who argued that accounting for idiosyncratic
power balances among groups is a key consideration in designing S&P
controls for groups.
Bonneau et al. (2009) introduced the idea of “privacy suites” —
pre-confgured privacy controls on social networking services that users
can automatically adopt from friends or trusted experts. The core
motivation behind Privacy Suites is to ofoad the complexity of privacy
confgurations to a steward; instead of making many small privacy
decisions that are often left at system defaults, users can instead make
just one decision: that of who, among a marketplace of potential privacy
stewards, to emulate. In doing so, privacy suites reduce the motivation
required to improve one’s S&P posture on social networking services.
The authors formalized the notion of a privacy suite, but the idea was
never formally implemented or evaluated.
Stewards have also been explored as means of making S&P systems
more accessible for blind and visually impaired (BVI) individuals. Prior
work has noted that S&P challenges remain a signifcant accessibility
hurdle for BVI people. In a 2017 global study by WebAIM, for example,
1792 surveyed BVIs ranked CAPTCHAs as the second most problematic
daily issue they encountered on the web (WebAIM, 2017). Zhang et al.
(2021) introduced the idea of “assistive transfer systems” as a way for
BVIs to ofoad the S&P-related accessibility hurdles of the modern web
to sighted stewards. As an example, the authors presented the WebAlly
system that allows BVIs to solicit assistance from sighted stewards
when they encounter inaccessible CAPTCHAs. Trusted stewards are
given limited remote control over the section of a BVI’s screen that
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contains the CAPTCHA challenge and solves the challenge on their
behalf. In an evaluation with BVI-Steward pairs, the authors found
that both BVIs and their stewards appreciated having a system like
WebAlly as a “last resort” option when the BVI was not otherwise
able to proceed independently. In the context of CAPTCHAs, assisted
transfer systems do not directly improve motivation as CAPTCHAs are
not user-chosen S&P behaviors but imposed. More generally, however,
assisted transfer systems can help reduce the motivational costs of
voluntary S&P behaviors that are otherwise inaccessible (Zhang et al.,
2021) — for example, assessing whether or not images taken by BVIs
contain potentially private or sensitive information prior to sharing
online.
4.3

Improving Ability

Prior work seeking to improve end-users’ ability to adopt and implement
expert-recommended S&P behaviors also falls into two broad categories:
facilitating self-custody & direct manipulation and intelligent interfaces
& automation. To date, the vast majority of research in human-centered
S&P has focused on identifying and mitigating the ability barrier. A
full review of this research is out of scope for this manuscript; rather,
we focus on a broad overview of key approaches.
4.3.1

Facilitating self-custody and direct manipulation

In a foundational paper on human-centered security, Cranor asserts
that some security touchpoints will always require a human-in-theloop (Cranor, 2008). In these situations, a vast array of prior work in
human-centered security and privacy research focuses on facilitating the
self-custody of personal data and digital information by, e.g., designing
more intuitive, usable, and fast user interfaces that help end-users
accomplish desired S&P goals. Below, we provide a broad overview of
prior eforts at facilitating direct manipulation.
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Passwords
Simplifying the generation, storage, and memorization of secure passwords has long been a focus of usable security research (Herley et al.,
2009). One such thread of research involves helping users memorize
secrets. Bonneau and Schechter (2014) implemented a system that trains
users to remember strong authentication secrets through chunking and
spaced repetition. First, a strong secret is automatically generated and
split into distinct chunks. On each login attempt, the user is asked to
enter chunks sequentially; if they are unable to do so, then the chunk
is shown to them to transcribe. Users are prompted to return and
enter their secret at increasingly spaced intervals until they are able
to reliably replicate the entire secret from memory. In a randomized,
controlled experiment, the authors found that the majority of users
who used their system were able to fully memorize their secrets. Das
et al. (2016) implemented mnemonic password trainers to help users
retain these secrets. They found that story-based mnemonic training, in
which users embedded secret words in a narrative context of their own
construction, helped more users retain their secrets even after extended
periods of disuse. Blocki et al. (2014) explored the use of space repetition
mnemonics to enable the recall of four person-action-object passwords
over a period of up to 158 days. Participants picked a “famous fgure”
from a drop-down list and then were randomly assigned action-object
tuples. They found that the majority of their participants were able to
successfully recall their randomly assigned PAO passwords over time,
though the entropy of the action-object tuples were smaller than those
tested by the previous two studies.
Another thread of research involves helping users generate better
passwords. As we previously discussed, while some password meter
designs are intended to motivate users to create stronger passwords,
others aim to improve users’ ability to create better passwords. For
example, Yıldırım and Mackie (2019) evaluated the efects of password
creation instructions on the strength and memorability of user-generated
passwords in a randomized, controlled trial. They found that, relative to
users who were instead simply told to follow a specifc password policy
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(e.g., must be at least 8 characters, have one lowercase, one uppercase,
and one special character), users who were instead given prescriptive
instructions on how to generate strong passwords created passwords
that were stronger and more memorable after a week and a month.
Other researchers have explored more dynamic password creation advice.
Shay et al. (2015) evaluated the efects of real-time password creation
feedback and guidance in an online study with 6,435 participants and
found that dynamic guidance can help users create stronger passwords,
and can improve user sentiment towards the password creation process,
but that multi-step password creation processes can result in users
generating weaker passwords. Ur et al. (2017) evaluated the efects
of dynamic data-driven feedback in password meters on the strength
of user-generated passwords. They found that this dynamic feedback
can, for some password policies, signifcantly improve the strength of
user-generated passwords without reducing memorability.
A third thread of research involves the design of usable password
managers — i.e., software that reduces the memory burden of secure
password use for users by automatically managing the generation, storage, and entry of secure passwords. Researchers have proposed a number
of improvements to password managers in order to make them easier to
use.
One usability challenge with password managers is that many require
a strong master password that is used to encrypt other passwords
generated and stored by the manager. This master password, in turn,
must be strong; if it is compromised, all other passwords in the manager
will be compromised as well. However, the generation and memorization
of a single strong master password can sometimes be prohibitively
difcult for many end-users. To address this issue, McCarney et al. (2012)
designed and evaluated Tapas, a dual-possession password manager
meant to allow for encrypted password storage without the need for
a user to remember a master password. Tapas eliminates the need for
users to remember a master password by instead storing a secret on a
second device — i.e., the user’s smartphone. In a usability assessment of
Tapas versus a password manager with a master password, the authors
found that their participants preferred Tapas and that its benefts came
at no statistically signifcant increase in set-up difculty.
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Some users resist password managers because they are concerned
that if their devices are lost or stolen, attackers will be able to easily
access all of their accounts managed by a password manager. Guan
et al. (2017) proposed VaultIME to address this concern: instead of
auto-flling one’s password, VaultIME will auto-correct passwords that
are slightly incorrect. In a simulated evaluation, Guan et al. (2017)
found that the security loss of this auto-correct functionality is muted
given a brute-force attacker with 10 tries, but that many password
typos would be corrected. However, they did not evaluate their proposed system with real end-users. Stobert and Biddle (2014) introduced
Versipass, a password manager that does not store passwords but cuedrecall images that make it easier for users to create and recall strong
secrets. Versipass presents end-users with an image that is overlayed
with a grid; the selection of specifc cells in that grid is then used to
deterministically generate a random secret according to a pre-defned
policy. Versipass does not store the generated password, but the image
and the grid selections; this way, even if a user’s device is lost and/or
stolen, their passwords cannot be recovered from the disk. Versipass
was not evaluated against other password managers, but a cognitive
walkthrough surfaced a number of potential usability challenges with
the software: e.g., that it was unclear, to users, what was their password.
Observing that many of the core usability challenges with password
managers arise from touchpoints in the authentication process that
require manual user efort (e.g., generating passwords that adhere to
specifc policies, difculties in flling out the correct form feld), Stobert
et al. (2020) introduced ByPass — a password manager that aims
to automate the password generation and authentication process for
users when interacting with websites that adhere to a pre-specifed API.
Unlike traditional password managers, thus, ByPass directly interfaces
with participating websites so that users have fewer direct touchpoints
with the account creation and authentication process. In a usability
evaluation of ByPass, the authors found that users generally reacted
positively to ByPass.
Another commonly discussed barrier to the widespread adoption of
password managers is that they do not facilitate changing passwords.
To address this shortcoming, Mayer et al. (2016) proposed the use
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of crowdsourcable, programming-by-demonstration scripts. The core
idea is that a user creates a “recording” demonstrating to a browser
plugin how to change a password for a given website; these steps are
then recorded and replayed for future such changes. Moreover, these
recordings can be shared with other users to efectively crowdsource
support for password changes across multiple websites. In a small user
evaluation of this concept, the authors found that users found it score
high on the system usability scale. However, the concept was not fully
implemented or evaluated.
Alternative forms of authentication
Beyond facilitating the generation, memorization, and utilization of
secure passwords, researchers have also explored alternative methods of
authentication altogether. A full review of the myriad authentication
systems designed, implemented, and evaluated is out of scope for this
paper; in fact, many such surveys already exist (e.g., Bonneau et al.,
2012). Here, we provide a brief overview. Generally, we categorize our
overview along the three canonical categories of authentication — whatyou-know, what-you-have, and what-you-are.
What-you-know authentication is based on secrets: knowledge of a
secret serves as evidence of identity. Passwords, for example, are a form
of what-you-know authentication. A key advantage of what-you-know
authentication is that it generally is cheap to implement and easy to
use — no specialized hardware is necessary, a server need only provide
an end-point that users who know a secret can authentication against.
A key disadvantage is that secure-use of many forms of what-you-know
style authentication requires signifcant human efort to, e.g., generate
and remember strong secrets. Researchers have extensively explored
alternative forms of what-you-know authentication that take better
advantage of human memory systems.
One such thread of research is on graphical passwords. In general,
the key value proposition for graphical passwords is to improve the
memorability of strong secrets for end-users by taking advantage of
human beings’ strong visual memory system. A full survey of prior work
on graphical passwords is out of scope for this monograph, and many
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such surveys already exist. Biddle et al. (2012) present a widely cited
and broad survey of prior work on graphical password research spanning
their frst discussion in the academic literature around 1999 up to
2012. In this survey, they present a three-pronged typology of graphical
passwords: recall, recognition, and cued-recall. Recall-based graphical
passwords must be reproduced from memory and typically requires users
to draw a graphical secret on a blank or gridded canvas. Recognitionbased graphical passwords instead require users to memorize graphical
prompts and recognize them among a set of decoys when attempting
to authenticate. Cued-recall systems require users to construct secrets
within existing images — in this way, they do not need to remember a
free-form secret from scratch but can instead use landmarks within an
image to reconstruct and reproduce secrets.
In a similar vein to graphical passwords, authentication systems
that take advantage of people’s visual-spatial memory have also been
explored. Beyond graphical passwords, visual-spatial authentication
encodes secrets as objects or paths to be located within a broader
graphical context. For example, Alsulaiman and El Saddik frst proposed
“3D passwords” as a form of multi-factor authentication (Alsulaiman
and El Saddik, 2006; 2008). The core idea was that users would interface
with a variety of virtual objects in a 3D virtual world, with each object
being mapped to an alternative single-factor form of authentication
(e.g., a virtual computer would require the user enter an alphanumeric
password or to present a keycard). The end-user’s full secret, then, would
be interacting with the right virtual objects in the right order. George et
al. (2019) extended the idea of these 3D passwords to immersive virtual
reality systems. In GeoPass, Thorpe et al. (2013) encoded secrets as realworld locations and paths on a map and found that these secrets were
highly memorable. Das et al. (2019b) encoded secrets as a traversed path
in a dynamically generated 3D game world, and found that compared
to the Android 9-dot authentication system, these visual-spatial secrets
were more memorable and secure.
Another thread of research to improve what-you-know based authentication is to take advantage of people’s episodic memory: i.e., their
memory of more mundane, day-to-day lived experiences. Authentication systems that leverage episodic memory are meant to completely
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eliminate conscious memorization of secrets on the part of the user and
instead forge secrets out of lived experiences that are idiosyncratic to
users. Das et al. (2013), introduced autobiographical authentication
for mobile phones that would ask users questions about “capturable
everyday memories” — i.e., day-to-day experiences that could be sensed
or recorded by smartphones, such as where a user might have been
at a certain hour or who they called on a given day. They found that
while users’ memory of their day-to-day experiences were imperfect, the
imperfections in their memory could also be modeled to create a form
of authentication that was both reliable and easy to scale in difculty.
Hang et al. (2015) similarly explored the use of dynamic questions
about phone usage for fallback authentication. Through a multi-phased
user study, they found that these dynamic questions could, with high
reliability, authenticate real users but reject adversarial impersonation
attempts. Woo et al. (2016) introduced the idea of “life-experience
passwords” in which users are authenticated based on their ability to
answer a sequence of questions about specifc memorable experiences
such as with whom and when they took a trip. While signifcantly
slower to enter than alphanumeric passwords, episodic memory based
authentication systems reduce active memorization efort and may be
appropriate in cases where authentication occurs only infrequently.
Finally, researchers have also explored leveraging muscle memory to
improve the memorability of authentication secrets. Wobbrock (2009)
proposed rhythm-based passwords with Tapsongs. With Tapsongs, users
authenticate by tapping a button to a pre-registered rhythm. In a small
user study, Wobbrock found that 83% of legitimate users were able to
successfully re-authenticate after registering a rhythm-based password,
and that between 10 - 20% of adversaries who had exposure to the secret
could successfully reconstruct the password. Drawing inspiration from
Tapsongs, Das et al. (2017) later created Thumprint, socially-inclusive
authentication through shared secret knocks. Like Tapsongs, users frst
pre-register a rhythm-based secret in the form of a knocking pattern
to later authenticate against. However, Thumprint allows small, social
groups to authenticate into shared resources as individuals with just
one shared secret. Through a lab-based usability and security analysis,
they found that Thumprint is broadly resilient against shoulder surfng
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attacks and can accurately discriminate between up to 10 legitimate
users who all know the same secret.
What-you-have authentication is based on possession: possession of
something scarce serves as evidence of identity. House keys, for example,
are a form of what-you-have authentication. A key advantage of whatyou-have authentication is that people no longer need to construct
and keep secure their own authentication secrets; instead, one needs
a physical authentication key. A key disadvantage of what-you-have
authentication is that if one’s key is lost or stolen, then one loses
access and potentially makes it easier for an attacker to gain access to
resources that are meant to be secure. Moreover, replacing a lost key
can be expensive, cumbersome, and slow. In general, there have been
few specifc academic innovations for what-you-have authentication —
advances are usually technical in nature, such as replacing idiosyncratic
hardware tokens with general key fobs and smartphones.
What-you-are authentication is based on physical personhood: idiosyncratic attributes of your physical body serves as evidence of identity.
Fingerprints and facial recognition systems, for example, are a form
of what-you-are authentication. A key advantage of what-you-are authentication is that it mostly eliminates reliance on human memory
and ability — instead, one is authenticated passively based on physical
characteristics or unconscious behavior patterns. Two key disadvantages
of what-you-are authentication are revokability and privacy. If one’s
fngerprint data is compromised, for example, one cannot revoke access
to an attacker without also revoking one’s access altogether. Moreover,
use of what-you-are authentication requires registering one’s biometric
information with an authority against whom one must authenticate,
which can sometimes invoke institutional privacy concerns. Research
on biometric authentication is active, but there has been relatively
little work on improving end-user ability with respect to use of biometric authentication specifcally, and thus out of scope for this review.
Nevertheless, there is ample human-centered research on biometric authentication for the interested reader: e.g., on the ethical and social
implications of widespread biometric use (Wickins, 2007) and the usability of consumer-facing biometric deployments (Bhagavatula et al.,
2015). Instead, the primary approach to addressing the ability barrier for
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what-you-are authentication has been to remove the human-in-the-loop
through so-called behavioral biometrics, where users are authenticated
based on their idiosyncratic attributes of their actions. We will discuss
this approach in more detail in the Intelligent interfaces & automation
subsection below.
Beyond the three canonical categories of authentication — whatyou-know, what-you-have, and what-you-are — researchers have also
proposed a “fourth factor” that is meant to address the ability barrier
in authentication systems: “who-you-know”, or authentication through
vouching. Brainard et al. (2006) frst proposed a vouching-based authentication system as a form of emergency or fallback authentication
for cases where legitimate users can not otherwise authenticate: e.g.,
if they forget their password or lose their authentication token. They
defne vouching as peer-level authentication in which one authenticated
user vouches for, or authenticates, another unauthenticated user. The
authors formally propose how such vouching might be implemented
and provide a formal security analysis, but they do not evaluate the
concept with real users. In particular, they identify social engineering as
a signifcant risk. Schechter et al. (2009) implemented and evaluated the
“who you know” approach to fallback authentication with their social
authentication system. In their system, users appoint “trustees” who
can vouch for them if they lose access to their accounts. Trustees are
given account recovery codes that they may grant users after hearing
their voice or meeting them in person. To regain access, users must
get some confgurable number of these account recovery codes (e.g.,
2 out of 4). They deployed social authentication to a small subset
of users on the Microsoft Live email service and found that the vast
majority of participants were able to authenticate into their accounts
by reaching their trustees, but that users sometimes forgot who they
assigned as trustees (Schechter et al., 2009). In a subsequent pair of
security analyses, they found that trustees were broadly resilient to
phishing attempts except when an attacker was a close acquaintance.
Since this initial work, social authentication has been implemented in
a variety of commercial products including Facebook — through its
Trusted Contact security feature — and Duo two-factor authentication.
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Usable access control & permissions
Access control policies help control permissioned access to specifc
resources, but are notoriously difcult for end-users to specify, interpret
and use. There is a rich tradition of prior work on creating better user
interfaces and underlying access control models in order to make it
easier for users to directly use and specify access control policies for
digital resources.
Some of the earlier work along this vein focuses on simplifying access
control policy specifcation for fle systems. For example, Reeder et al.
(2008) proposed the use of an “Expandable Grid” to make it easier for
users to directly specify access control policies for a system. In contrast
to a “list-of-rules” approach to access control specifcation in which
users create ever-expanding individual rules to defne ideal access control
policies, Expandable Grids show users one visual summary of the entire
access control policy for a system as matrix in which one axis consists
of principals (users or user group), a second axis consists of resources
(specifc fles, programs, etc.), and each cell consists of set of efective
permissions for each principal-resource pair. In a scenario-based user
study with 36 participants, the authors found that Expandable Grids
signifcantly improved the accuracy and speed of access control policy
specifcation relative to a list-of-rules based approach. Reeder et al.
(2011) implemented and evaluated a specifcity-precedence access control
confict resolution method to improve the usability of direct manipulation access control interfaces, such as Expandable Grids. Whereas many
access control systems commonly follow a deny precedence confict resolution method — whereby more restrictive rules always take precedence
over less restrictive rules when there is a confict — the authors found,
through a user study with 54 participants, that a specifcity precedence
method, whereby rules that apply to specifc individuals override rules
applied to the groups to which those individuals belong, was both more
accurate and usable.
Others have explored ways to reduce the acute cognitive burden of
specifying entire access control policies at once. For example, Mazurek
et al. (2011) evaluated the idea of “reactive access control” through
which users make ad-hoc access decisions on-demand instead of spec-
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ifying full access control policies all at once. Through an experience
sampling study, they found evidence that reactive access control supported many of their participants’ access control needs — e.g., the
desire for greater situational control and interactivity with access control decisions. However, the downsides included participants receiving
too many requests and the increased latency of access control decisions.
Vaniea et al. (2012) reported on a controlled experiment in which they
measured the importance of embedding access control confguration
interfaces as close as possible to a resource that is being shared instead
of all-at-once in a separate screen. For a photo gallery interface, they
found users were much more likely to notice and correct access control
errors when access control interfaces were placed directly under a photo
than when the interface was in a sidebar or on a diferent screen.
While canonically access control has typically followed a “role-based”
underlying model in which users are given roles (e.g., administrator) that
dictate their access to protected resources, others have proposed tagbased access control systems to more closely match user mental models
of how access control should work. For example, Mazurek et al. (2014)
presented the design and evaluation of Penumbra, a distributed fle
system that employs tag-based access control to facilitate the creation
of access control policies such as share all photos except those tagged as
weird, strange or goofy.” Penumbra works on distributed fle systems with
no central resolver, and is designed in part based on prior user studies to
better match people’s mental models of access control policies. However,
it was not directly evaluated with end-users. Klemperer et al. (2012)
explored the usability of tag-based access control mechanisms through a
controlled lab study with 18 participants. They asked users to tag their
own photos for strictly organizational purposes or for organizational
and access control purposes. They also presented participants with
machine-generated access control rules to catalyze discussion about tagbased access control for photo sharing more broadly. They found that
users understood and appreciated tag-based access control for photo
sharing, especially when the creation of rules could be facilitated through
machine-generated rules. Wang et al. (2009) proposed “people-tagging”
to allow for distributed attributed-based access control specifcation
more usable in collaborative work contexts. In their system, end-users
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can tag each other with attributes, and those attributes in turn beget
access to resources. If enough of a quorum is reached for a given userattribute tuple, then the user is granted an attribute and its associated
permissions. While the authors implemented and technically evaluated
their system, the tagging approach was not formally evaluated with
end-users.
Other researchers have explored how to use computing interfaces
to simplify access control for physical spaces and contexts. Bauer et al.
(2007), presented Grey, a smartphone-based access control system by
which users can specify and delegate access to resources over which they
have authority. Through a 9-month feld trial with 19 participants, the
authors found that users could more accurately and securely implement
their access control policies with Grey than they could with physical key
sharing. They found that while users broadly appreciated the use of Grey
—– 18 of the 19 participants in the study continued using it after the
study ended — even a single failure could discourage adoption of novel
access control mechanisms over more familiar ones. They also found
that by reducing the overhead associated with creating policy changes,
users were more likely to update their ideal access control policies as
they evolved over time. Finally, they found that unanticipated and
serendipitous uses of Grey encouraged adoption.
Still others have explored improving access control over shared
digital resources in the home context. Egelman et al. (2008a) introduced
Family Accounts as a more seamless form of authentication and access
control for multi-user devices in home settings, for example. Family
Accounts provide one shared “public” account across all members of a
household, along with individual profles that users could switch into
as needed for personal or private tasks. They found that participating
families signifcantly preferred to use Family Accounts over individual
profles and/or only one shared profle.
Finally, while the majority of prior usability research on access
control focuses on helping users implement and/or specify ideal access
control policies for resources they individually or collectively own, some
prior research has focused on helping the users subject to those access
control policies more easily negotiate access. To that end, Kapadia et al.
(2004) attempted to make it easier for users to respond to negative
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access control decisions by providing feedback about why access was
denied and the easiest way to gain access to the desired resource without
leaking information to which the user was not meant to be privy.
Simplifying secure email, messaging, and communication
Whitten and Tygar (1999) was a foundational paper that brought to
attention the critical need for human-centered design in consumer-facing
S&P interfaces. It also systematically identifed the difculties end-users
faced when using the PGP platform for sending secure email — much
of which pertains specifcally to the ability barrier in that secure email
interfaces are often confusing and difcult for novices to use. In the
decades since this paper, there has been a wealth of prior research on
making secure email and messaging more generally more usable.
In a short review article, Ruoti and Seamons (2019) outlined the
core security challenges of email, the core usability challenges of secure
email, and how to make email interfaces that are both secure and
usable. In analyzing prior research on making usable and secure email
interfaces, the authors synthesized a set of six key dimensions for secure
and usable email: tight integration of security into existing email and
communication workfows; inline tutorials to help users take advantage of
security features on-demand; streamlined on-boarding to help recipients
easily interact with and start using secure emails; understandable design
to allow users to make informed decisions and avoid mistakes; and usable
key management software to make it easy for users to store, retrieve
and discover the cryptographic keys (e.g., their own private key, their
contacts public keys) necessary to use secure email. As a case-study,
Ruoti and Seamons refer to their own prior work in which they and
co-authors presented a redesign of the user interface to the Private
Webmail (Pwm) service that was meant to improve usability and reduce
user mistakes with secure email (Ruoti et al., 2016). They introduced
an artifcial delay to encryption to improve end-user confdence in
encryption strength, and used the delay to instruct users about who
can read encrypted messages. They also made it clear to users when
they were sending encrypted email vs. plaintext email, and added
inline contextual tutorials to help users understand how to use secure
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email and how secure email works. Through a user evaluation with 51
participants, the authors found that their redesigned interface, Pwm
2.0, was rated highly on system usability and signifcantly reduced the
number of mistakes made sending encrypted email messages compared
to a baseline control group that used the original Pwm interface.
Other researchers have focused on addressing one of the largest
outstanding barriers to widespread use of encrypted email: key management. Lerner et al. (2017) presented Confdante, a secure email client
that ofoads key management to a third-party key management service
— Keybase. Through a user study with 15 lawyers and journalists in
which the authors qualitatively compared the usability of Confdante
against a secure web-browsing extension, Mailvelope, they found that
users were able to complete encrypted email tasks faster and with
fewer errors using Confdante, and that ofoading key management to
Keybase simplifed the process enough for many users that they found
it comparable to using regular email. Bai et al. (2017) explored how
ofoading key management to third-party services afected end-user
perceptions and acceptance of secure messaging. They presented 52
users with diferent encryption models for secure email. These models
varied with respect to how keys were managed and distributed — the
registration model emulated a third-party messaging service, such as Apple or WhatsApp, centrally storing and distributing keys for end-to-end
encryption; in the exchange model, participants generated keypairs and
manually exchanged key information with desired message recipients;
fnally, in the auditing model, participants registered with a third-party
messaging service but external auditors check keys to ensure they match.
Participants recognized the security benefts of the exchange model, but
found the added convenience of automated key management aforded
by the registration model to be sufcient for most everyday use-cases.
Beyond secure email, others have looked into making other forms
of secure digital communications more usable. One such example is
Do et al. (2021c)’s Bit Whisperer system, where physically proximate
users can securely share messages with another over tabletop surfaces
using surface-bound acoustics. The core idea behind Bit Whisperer is
that because sound difuses more quickly over air than when refected
over a physical surface, it is possible to restrict the domain of acoustic
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communication for short-range messages to a physically visible, tangible
surface. Adversaries who do not have a device on the same physical
surface, thus, would be unable to eavesdrop on messages transmitted
over the tabletop surface, while other devices on the surface and within
a meter of the transmitting device would be able to. In so doing, users
can visibly see exactly with whom they are wirelessly communicating.
Simplifying S&P for under-served populations
The vast majority of research on addressing the ability barrier in S&P,
to date, has focused on “users”-at-large: i.e., a monolithic conception
of an average user with no special circumstances. More recently, there
has been a burgeoning interest in addressing the unique S&P challenges
faced by specifc, under-served user populations. In outlining this vision
in the New Security Paradigms Workshop, Wang (2018) calls this thrust
of research inclusive security and privacy — i.e., “designing security
and privacy mechanisms that are inclusive to people with various characteristics, abilities, needs and values.”
Usable S&P systems for people with visual impairments
Perhaps the most mature thread of this research on inclusive security
and privacy is on improving S&P interfaces for people with disabilities
— and specifcally those with visual impairments (PVIs). Researchers at
the intersection of usable S&P and accessibility have introduced and
evaluated a broad diversity of designs to make S&P easier for PVIs.
In an early study with more than 150 participants, Bigham and
Cavender (2009) found that audio CAPTCHAs —- which are meant
to be accessible alternatives to visual CAPTCHAs — are more difcult and time-consuming to solve than visual alternatives. To address
this discrepancy, the authors introduced a new interface for solving
audioCAPTCHAs that allowed PVIs to control the playback of the
CAPTCHA directly in the answer box instead of needing to shift focus
back and forth between the playback interface and the answer box.
The authors found that their interface improvement increased PVI’s
success with solving audio CAPTCHAs by 59%. Jain et al. (2019)
observed that existing audio CAPTCHAs were also insecure against
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automatic speech recognition (ASR) attacks. To address both the usability and security shortfalls of existing audio CAPTCHAs, the authors
proposed reCAPGen: a system that uses ASR for generating secure
and usable audioCAPTCHAs while also helping transcribe audio clips
on which state-of-the-art ASR fails. Specifcally, reCAPGen creates
audioCAPTCHAs by splicing and processing audio clips out of radio
programs, podcasts, and videos that ASR failed to accurately transcribe.
Through a user study with 60 sighted people and 19 people with visual
impairments, they found that when people with visual impairments were
asked to transcribe just the last two words of a reCAPGen CAPTCHA
with 5-7 words, they were able to successfully complete the task 78%
of the time with an average response time of 14.5 seconds — both
signifcant improvements over traditional audio CAPTCHAs.
Also noting the usability discrepancy between visual and audio
CAPTCHAs, Fanelle et al. (2020) introduced four alternative audio
CAPTCHA designs. The Math prototype asked users to perform simple
addition and subtraction; the Character prototype asked users to count
the occurrence of a specifc character within a string of alphanumeric
characters; the Pauses prototype, which is a variation of existing alphanumeric audio CAPTCHA designs, asked users to transcribe the
alphanumeric characters they heard but incorporated longer pauses
between characters to minimize screen reader interference; and, the
Categories prototype asked users to count the number of sounds, in
a series, that belonged to a certain category (e.g., bird chirps, baby
cries). The authors evaluated each of these alternative designs against
existing audio CAPTCHAs in a randomized, controlled experiment with
67 people PVIs from around the world over the course of three weeks.
The authors found that all four designs were signifcantly more accurate
and faster than the control audio CAPTCHA, but each ofered diferent
benefts. The Math and Character prototypes were most accurate (89%
and 87%, respectively); the Categories prototype was the fastest to complete; the Math prototype provided the highest resilience against both
random guessing and automated speech recognition attacks; however,
the Pauses prototype was the most preferred by participants.
Beyond CAPTCHAs, other researchers have explored making mobile
authentication for accessible for people with visual impairments. Azenkot
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et al. (2012) discovered that many people with visual impairments
(PVIs) did not use optional authentication methods to protect their
smartphones, partially because many mobile authentication systems
are disproportionately cumbersome for these users. In response, they
introduced and developed PassChords — a non-visual authentication
method for touch surfaces. Users enter PassChords by tapping on a touch
surface with one or more fngers — the secret in the unique sequence of
taps and the distinct fngers used for the taps. Through a study with
16 blind participants, the authors found that PassChords were faster
than traditional pin-based authentication methods for PVIs and that
the entropy of the user-generated passchords roughly approximates the
entropy of a 4-digit PIN.
Barbosa et al. (2016) introduced and evaluated a novel password
manager, UniPass, designed to be more accessible for people with visual
impairments. UniPass is a smartphone based password manager that
stores login credentials and transfers these credentials to desktop/laptop
devices on-demand to simplify the authentication process. In a comparative lab evaluation with 10 PVIS, the authors found that, compared
to existing commercial password managers, PVIs were more likely to
successfully complete authentication tasks with UniPass, were faster at
completing those tasks, and that seven out of ten participants preferred
UniPass.
Usable S&P systems for victims of domestic violence
Havron et al. (2019) proposed and evaluated clinical computer security,
an approach for helping victims of cyberattacks in the context of intimate partner violence (IPV). The authors worked with the New York
City Mayor’s Ofce to End Domestic and Gender-Based Violence to
deploy a clinical computer security service for IPV survivors. As a part
of their consultations, the authors developed tools to help identify spyware on victims’ phones, as well as a series of guides to help clients and
consultants manually check important security confgurations. For 23
of the 44 consultations reported in the paper, the authors identifed key
security risks, vulnerabilities, or vectors for abuse and provided victims
and referring professionals with information about the vulnerabilities
and how to address them.
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Usable S&P systems for designed for minority communities
Logas et al. (2022) introduced Image DePO: a browser extension that
allows users to share secret images over Facebook. The image users
actually want to share are uploaded onto inter-plantary fle system
(IPFS), and can be found only through a content hash. This content
hash is then steganographically encoded into a “cover image” that is
shared to a user’s friends on Facebook. Friends that also have Image
DePO installed will be able to retrieve the steganographically encoded
content hash and, therefore, see the secret image. Facebook and users
without the Image DePO extension, in contrast, will see only the cover
image. The authors evaluated their Image DePO prototype with 19
BIPOC and LGBTQ+ participants in order to center experiences of
under-served populations who are disproportionately surveilled online;
their results suggest that participants were broadly appreciative of the
concept and expressed an immediate desire for using it.
In general, while there is a wealth of behavioral research identifying
the unique S&P challenges faced by specifc user populations that
correlate with the ability barrier (e.g., sex workers, journalists, older
adults, ethnic minorities, LGBTQ individuals, undocumented migrants,
victims of domestic violence), there has been less research addressing
these challenges to date.
4.3.2

Intelligent interfaces & automation: Keeping humans-out-ofthe loop

While making S&P interfaces easier should always be a key priority for
usable security researchers and practitioners, sometimes the best way to
address the ability barrier is to remove or reduce the role of the humanin-the-loop. Beyond facilitating self-custody & direct manipulation,
therefore, the second way researchers have explored addressing the
ability barrier is through the use of intelligent interfaces to automate
away S&P decisions from end-users or to simplify S&P decision-making.
Automating away S&P decisions from end-users has been touted both by
usability and security experts. As Jakob Nielsen, one of the originators of
the “heuristic evaluation” method that is commonly used in industry to
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assess the usability of consumer-facing user interfaces, states: “[attacks]
cannot be thwarted by placing the burden on users to defend themselves
at all times. Beleaguered users need protection, and the technology
must change to provide this” (Nielsen and Alertbox, 2004).
Intelligent assistants, recommenders, and automation that help users
with S&P
One approach of increasing popularity is in the creation of intelligent
assistants that can automatically confgure and/or recommend S&P
settings for users based on context, knowledge of end-user preferences,
and through collaborative fltering. In contrast to smart home intelligent
assistants and recommender systems that monitor personal data to assist
users with general tasks, researchers have also explored the creation of
intelligent assistants that help users confgure their security & privacy
settings.
Early approaches focused on helping users confgure privacy settings
for location-sharing applications and location-based services. For example, Sadeh et al. (2009) introduced a selective location sharing app,
PeopleFinder, and used it as a testbed to help users more efectively
specify their privacy preferences. They evaluated the efectiveness of
predicting a user’s ideal policy using a machine learning classifer trained
on previous decisions, and found that a machine learning based approach can signifcantly improve the accuracy of user’s specifed privacy
policies (Sadeh et al., 2009). Similarly, Zhao et al. (2014) introduced a
collaborative fltering approach to help users confgure location privacy
preferences for location-based services. Assuming a binary decision —
Allow or Deny — the authors proposed to make recommendations to
users based on what other similar users have decided for other similar
decisions: for example, whether or not to allow sharing one’s location
in the morning while at a restaurant. The authors compared their approach against a suite of standard machine learning models; they found
that both collaborative fltering and standard machine learning models
can predict user privacy preferences around 75% of the time, however
collaborative fltering can do so with less training data than standard
machine learning models.
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Researchers have also explored using machine learning to automatically confgure mobile application permissions more generally. Liu et
al. (2016b) proposed and evaluated a collaborative fltering approach
for helping users specify mobile application permissions. The authors
collected an initial set of application permission confgurations from a
group of crowdworkers; they then employed a collaborative fltering approach in which the preferences of users who were more demographically
similar were weighted more strongly than users who demographically
difered. In a preliminary user study, the authors found evidence that
participants found value in the permission recommendations — after
an initial calibration period, many participants opted to reactivate the
collaboratively fltered permission recommendations.
Likewise, Liu et al. (2016a) presented the implementation and evaluation of a personalized privacy assistant (PPA) to help users confgure
smartphone application permissions. The authors proposed a methodology to learn distinct privacy profles that help predict ideal permission
confgurations for users. To evaluate their approach, the authors conducted a between-subjects feld experiment with 72 participants, where
the treatment group of participants received permission recommendations pursuant to their closest profle and the control group received no
recommendations. The authors found that participants in the treatment
group accepted around 79% of the PPA’s recommendations that participants in the treatment condition more quickly converged on their ideal
privacy settings. Moreover, the majority of participants who received
recommendations found those recommendations helpful. Following the
success of the aforementioned PPA for smartphone permission confgurations, Das et al. (2018a) outlined a broader vision for PPAs for the
Internet of Things that informs users about the data collection practices
of nearby IoT resources and helps users confgure their privacy settings
to mitigate unwanted data collection. A core piece of their vision involves
the use of machine learning to predict end-user privacy preferences and
expectations to reduce the number of decisions end-users must make as
they navigate through many diferent contexts and enter the purview
of many diferent devices.
Most recently, Do et al. (2021b) introduced the concept of “smart
physical privacy barriers” as a means of using intelligent automation
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to protect users from unwanted ambient sensing. As a case study, they
present “Smart Webcam Cover” — a webcam cover that automatically
closes when the LED indicator associated with webcam use turns of
or is suppressed. Through a series of user evaluations, the authors
found that users strongly preferred Smart Webcam Cover over a manual
alternative, and trusted that it provided more complete coverage relative
to manual operation.
4.3.3

Context-aware authentication

Researchers have also explored automating away conscious user efort
in authentication. The most well studied such approach is through behavioral biometrics — i.e., authentication users based on idiosyncratic
attributes of their actions instead of their person. Monrose and Rubin
(1997) presented a canonical proof-of-concept for behavioral biometrics
by exploring user authentication through keystroke dynamics: i.e., variations in how users type. On a dataset of 42 distinct keystroke dynamic
profles, their best performing algorithm obtained approximately 90% accuracy. Since their work, researchers have explored other instantiations
of behavioral biometrics —– for example, by authenticating users based
on their mouse movements (Jorgensen and Yu, 2011), gait (Mantyjarvi
et al., 2005), and even social interaction (Sultana et al., 2014). One
emerging use-case for behavioral biometric approaches is to facilitate
continuous authentication, where a user need only actively authenticate
(e.g., with a secret) once, and then will remain authenticated based on
passively observed behavioral biometrics (Stylios et al., 2016).
Other researchers have explored using contextual factors to estimate
the risk associated with a given authentication attempt. Hayashi et al.
(2013), introduced Context-Aware Scalable Authentication, or CASA.
The key idea behind CASA is to modulate the difculty of an authentication challenge based on a contextual assessment of risk — for example,
if one is in a low-risk context such as at one’s home in the evening,
perhaps only a weak form of authentication is necessary; however, if one
is in a high-risk context, such as in a foreign country after a period of
extended disuse, perhaps a stronger form of authentication is necessary.
Through a series of feld studies with end-users, the authors found
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that users were broadly receptive to the concept of context-modulated
authentication; even participants who had previously used no form of
mobile authentication reported that they wanted to use CASA: the
security benefts it provided in “high-risk” contexts was a sufcient price
for the added security without sacrifcing usability in low-risk contexts
(Hayashi et al., 2013).
Context-awareness has also been used to improve multi-factor authentication. One key reason users reject the adoption of two-factor
authentication is because it requires additional active efort that encumbers the authentication process. Accordingly, researchers have explored
automating two-factor authentication through contextual signals. Karapanos et al. (2015), presented Sound-Proof, a system that eliminates
conscious human efort in two-factor authentication by comparing the
audio fngerprints of the authenticating device and the second-factor
device. If the audio fngerprints match, then the second-factor device is
deemed to be in possession of the authenticating user. In an initial user
evaluation, they found that participants strongly preferred Sound Proof
as a form of passive two-factor authentication over a more traditional,
active alternative (Google 2-step verifcation).
4.3.4

Concerns with automation

The vast majority of research in addressing the ability barrier, to date,
has focused on facilitating direct manipulation of security & privacy
settings. However, there has been renewed interest in creating intelligent
interfaces that ofoad the burden of personal privacy and security
management from users, largely owing to advances in machine learning
modeling methods and the broad availability of personal data on which
to train rich models. These approaches have shown promise, but it is
worth noting that researchers in the space have also critiqued automation
and noted that relying too much on eliminating the human-in-the-loop
can have unintended and negative consequences that could reduce
end-user acceptance of expert-recommended S&P tools and behaviors.
Edwards, Poole, and Stoll warned of the potential harms of automating away end-users from security decisions as early as 2008 (Edwards
et al., 2008). They argued that while removing the human-in-the-loop
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in security systems may seem like a panacea for security problems,
many socio-technical factors may mitigate against the appropriateness
and acceptability of automation in the context of end-user security.
The authors assert that automation systems have a limited view of
social and environmental context and thus are unlikely to accurately
predict user intent, trust, or context of use; in turn, they automation
systems cannot be expected to make security decisions in line with user
expectations and needs. The challenge is further compounded when
taking into account the fuidity and nuance of social and work activity.
The authors note, however, that their critiques primarily apply to “rigid”
automation systems and note that there may be more room for dynamic
automation systems that can be fexible and adapt over time.
Wash et al. (2014) illustrated this harm in the context of automated
software updates. Through a mixed-methods study, the authors explored
how individuals auto-update settings matched their intentions and
preconceptions about how their computers updated. Owing in part to
automation, the authors found that the majority of their participants
misunderstood their computer’s update settings and that over half
of their participants could not execute their intentions for update
management. While participants’ computers were likely more secure as
a result of their confusion, the authors poignantly conclude: “Removing
the user from most of the decisions makes it more difcult for the
user to intelligently make the remaining decisions that cannot be fully
automated.” Thus, even tasks that can successfully be automated can
have negative security externalities if not paired with accompanying
improvements to end-user awareness and motivation.
In short, as advances in artifcial intelligence and machine learning
promise a future of intelligent interfaces that can relieve end-users from
endless S&P decisions, these intelligent interfaces must be thoughtfully
deployed so that users can retain agency over their personal devices
and data.

5
Discussion

5.1

Summary of the SPAF

In reviewing the prior literature on the challenges end-users face with
accepting expert-recommended S&P behaviors, and then relating these
challenges to psychological models of human behavior and technology
acceptance, we have identifed three fundamental barriers to widespread
end-user acceptance of expert-recommended S&P behaviors and tools:
awareness, motivation, and ability. Taken together, these barriers make
up what we call the “Security & Privacy Acceptance Framework”
(SPAF). Eforts to mitigate any of these barriers can be said to increase end-user S&P acceptance; eforts that exacerbate these barriers,
however unintentionally, can be said to decrease S&P acceptance.
Awareness is knowledge of threats pertinent to the digital resources
one wants to protect, and the behaviors and tools that experts recommend to mitigate those threats. Prior research suggests that end-user
awareness in the context of S&P can be impacted by social engagement
— e.g., hearing about threats through stories from friends and colleagues
(Rader et al., 2012), observing others engage in specifc security behavior
(Das et al., 2014a); their own mental models of how their devices and
accounts work and their perceptions of how threats might manifest in
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those models — e.g., perceiving adversaries as “digital grafti artists”
who just want to make mischief versus professional cybercrime units
(Wash, 2010); media exposure to pertinent threats — e.g., news coverage
of large data breaches (Das et al., 2018b); and, S&P warnings and notifcations — e.g., information dialogs that inform users of specifc S&P
risks (Bravo-Lillo et al., 2013). Addressing the awareness barrier has
been a longstanding focus of the usable security and privacy community.
Common approaches include the use of awareness training campaigns
in which members or employees of specifc organizations are required to
take short educational courses or quizzes that inform them of pertinent
S&P threats; simulated attacks in which IT professionals spoof real
attacks by, e.g., sending faux phishing emails to create teachable moments for unaware individuals; and, informative games that are meant
to teach game players specifc S&P concepts — such as what makes for
a strong password, or how to detect phish.
Motivation is desire to act in accordance with expert-recommended
S&P suggestions to protect one’s digital resources against pertinent
threats. Motivation can be impacted by subjective norms — i.e., beliefs
about how important others fnd the threat (Das et al., 2014a) to be
and/or how one might be perceived for accepting expert-recommended
S&P suggestions (Gaw et al., 2006); perceived relative advantage — i.e.,
a personal cost-beneft assessment of accepting expert-recommend S&P
suggestions (Redmiles et al., 2018); trialability — i.e., how easy it is
to try and revert use of the suggested tool and/or behavior (Vaniea
et al., 2014); and, compatibility — i.e., how well using the suggested
tool and/or behavior aligns with one’s own perceived posture towards
S&P (Dourish et al., 2004). Prior research has explored three broad
approaches towards improving end-user motivation in S&P: nudges
and soft paternalism, where expert-suggestions are made slightly easier
and/or more obvious than other options; transformational games that
are meant to communicate not just information about S&P but to
change end-user attitudes towards S&P more generally; and, pro-social
design that allows users to easily observe other users S&P behaviors,
allows groups of users to act cooperatively for mutual S&P beneft, and
that allows experts to act as stewards for non-experts.
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Ability is converting a specifc S&P intention into efective action.
Two factors afect ability: system usability and accessibility. In his
book, The Design of Everyday Things, Don Norman identifed two
gulfs that can negatively impact user experience in product design:
the gulfs of execution and evaluation (Norman, 2013). The gulf of
execution refers to the degree to which the interaction possibilities of
a system correspond to the intentions of the user and what that user
perceives is possible to do with the system. Prior research in usable
security and privacy have outlined gulfs of execution in many userfacing S&P interfaces as early as the late 1990s, starting with Whitten
and Tygar (1999). The gulf of evaluation refers to degree to which the
system provides representations that can be perceived and interpreted
in terms of the expectations and intentions of the user (Norman, 2013).
Prior research in usable privacy and security has also documented
challenges users face in understanding how their actions afect the
S&P of their devices, accounts and resources (Wash, 2010; Wash et
al., 2014). The accessibility of S&P interfaces can also cause ability
barriers: prior research has shown how many common S&P-related
actions disproportionately encumber people with disabilities (Bigham
and Cavender, 2009; Wang, 2018). To address the ability barrier, prior
research has focused predominantly on two threads of research that
mirror a classical debate in human-computer interaction: facilitating
direct manipulation versus constructing intelligent interfaces. Prior
research on facilitating direct manipulation has focused on making S&P
controls and systems faster, more simple, and more seamlessly integrated
into typical workfows for end-users. Prior research on constructing
intelligent interfaces has explored methods to remove or otherwise
minimize the footprint of the “human-in-the-loop” by, e.g., predicting
and automatically confguring S&P settings on behalf of end-users.
Through our synthesizing and framing of these barriers, we have been
able to identify and categorize the varied thrusts of usable privacy and
security research writ large but we note that the barriers of the SPAF
are not mutually exclusive; awareness impacts motivation and ability,
motivation impacts awareness and ability, ability impacts awareness
and motivation.
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Using the SPAF: Gaps and opportunities for future research

The usable privacy and security community has made great strides in
both understanding end-user challenges with S&P and in exploring
ways to address these challenges through improvements to existing
designs or by proposing entirely new designs. Despite these eforts,
few people accept expert-recommended S&P advice today and there
remains signifcant room for improvement of end-user acceptance of
S&P behaviors and tools. We list and expound upon a few promising
directions we have identifed in our reading of the prior literature.
We note, however, that this list is non-exhaustive and heavily fltered
through the biases of the authors.
5.2.1

Integrative approaches that address awareness, motivation,
and ability

One of our key motivations for developing the SPAF was to help identify why many end-users still largely reject expert-recommended S&P
advice despite the wealth of interventions that have been proposed,
implemented, and positively evaluated in prior art. In our review of
prior art on addressing the awareness, motivation, and ability barriers
in S&P, we found no prior work that aimed to address all three of the
aforementioned barriers at once. The vast majority of prior art focuses
on addressing just one barrier, though many may touch on more than
one peripherally (see Table 4.1). For example, informational games and
campaigns can improve end-users’ awareness of specifc threats and mitigation strategies, but do not necessarily help with or convince end-users
to implement these mitigation strategies. Nudges may motivate users to
take pro-S&P action, but do not necessarily help convert intention into
action nor help users understand how that action addresses a specifc
pertinent threat. Simplifying user interfaces for specifying expressive
access control policies can enable users to turn intention into action,
but does not specifcally motivate them to do so independently or help
them understand the most pertinent threats to the resources they would
like to protect. We argue, therefore, that there is a ripe opportunity to
develop novel techniques and tools that take an integrative approach to
address all three barriers at once.
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There is some evidence from prior work that addressing multiple
barriers at once is more efective than focusing on just one. One example is social password meters, in which end-users are shown their
password strength relative to others. Egelman et al. (2013) initially
found that these social password meters had no efect on improving
password strength — but their intervention was primarily meant to
be a motivational nudge. Later, Dupuis and Khan (2018) found that
social password meters could signifcantly increase password strength,
but only when accompanied with a guide for how to improve one’s
password strength. In other words, a social password meter that also
incorporated instructions to address the ability barrier was more efective than one that consisted only of a motivational nudge. Similarly, in
prior work exploring why security awareness campaigns often fail to
result in behavior change, Siponen (2000) found that campaigns with
only descriptive messaging of threats are unlikely to change behavior.
Instead, descriptive messaging must be paired with prescriptive information that helps individuals not only learn of pertinent threats but
helps them make specifc behavioral changes that protect against those
threats. In other words, Siponen (2000) makes the case that addressing the awareness barrier alone is not enough, one must also address
the ability barrier. In later work, Bada et al. (2019) made a similar
argument, suggesting that awareness is just one factor that leads to
behavior change. They argued that culturally appropriate messaging
that drives behavioral intention (i.e., addressing the motivation barrier)
is essential for awareness campaigns to drive behavior change.
In Figure 5.1, we summarize the broad approaches to addressing the
awareness, motivation, and ability barriers explored by prior work. This
fgure may help researchers and practitioners brainstorm ways in which
their existing designs and strategies for encouraging pro-S&P behaviors
can be supplemented to better address all three barriers in the SPAF.
5.2.2

Measuring and formally modeling end-user acceptance of
expert-recommended S&P advice

The SPAF is conceptual; a systematization of prior literature examining
the factors that afect end-user acceptance of S&P recommendations.
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Figure 5.1: Prior work has explored a number of diferent approaches to addressing
one or more of the SPAF barriers. To address the awareness barrier, researchers
have explored awareness training campaigns, simulated phishing attacks, warning
design, and informational games. To address the motivation barrier, researchers
have explored nudges, transformational games, and pro-social design. To address the
ability barrier, researchers have explored systems that facilitate direct manipulation
and intelligent interfaces.

An intriguing direction for future research, then, is to formalize the
SPAF into a predictive model of user acceptance of S&P advice and
tools, akin to the Technology Acceptance Model. This would entail,
at minimum, a means of measuring S&P acceptance of specifc S&P
recommendations and open testbeds to study the impact of varied
interventions on encouraging and/or discouraging this acceptance.
In terms of measurement, a number of psychometric scales and
measures have been developed to assess security behavioral intentions,
attitudes and privacy concerns in general. These psychometric scales
can be useful in categorizing end-users with respect to S&P. The Westin
Index, for example, categorizes people into three broad groups that
vary with respect to their general privacy concern: privacy fundamentalists, pragmatists and unconcerned (Kumaraguru and Cranor, 2005). In
practice, however, this categorization has been shown to have limited explanatory power in predicting end-user privacy behaviors: in one study,
those who were classifed as privacy fundamentalists were just as likely
those who were classifed as unconcerned to share their personal data
to receive favorable discounts in an online search engine (Acquisti et al.,
2015), for example. The Internet User Information Privacy Concern
scale (IUIPC) consists of a series of subscales that help measure how
concerned users feel about their personal data being collected, processed
and monetized over the Internet (Malhotra et al., 2004). Two other
measures are specifc to users’ concerns about informational privacy
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in organizations (Smith et al., 1996) and on mobile devices (Xu et al.,
2012). The Privacy Concern Scale (PCS) is a quick read of respondents’
general security and privacy concerns (Buchanan et al., 2007). The
Security Behavior Intentions Scale (SeBIS) measures user behavioral
intention across four areas (Egelman and Peer, 2015a): device securement, updates, password management, and proactive awareness. The
six-item Security Attitude scale (SA-6) and its expansion (SA-13) rate
participants’ general attentiveness to and engagement with security
practices (Faklaris et al., 2019; 2022). Longer and more comprehensive
measures, although also more burdensome to respondents, are the 31item Personal Data Attitude measure for adaptive cybersecurity (Addae
et al., 2017), and the 63-item Human Aspects of Information Security
Questionnaire, or HAIS-Q (Parsons et al., 2017).
While these scales are useful instruments to measure general S&P
attitudes and behavioral intentions, there remains an opportunity to
develop adaptable measurement instruments that adequately capture a
given user’s awareness/ability/motivation for specifc S&P behaviors and
domains, rather than general S&P attitudes, concerns, and behavioral
intentions. An instrument that is sensitive enough to capture changes
in user awareness/ability/motivation after being exposed to specifc
interventions may be particularly useful in helping compare the relative
efcacy of diferent proposed interventions.
Beyond measurement, there is a wealth of research on improving
end-user security & privacy behaviors, but this research can sometimes
be hard to compare: for example, there have been many novel authentication systems proposed, but how can we assess which system users
would be most likely to accept and in what contexts? Likewise, there
have been many nudges proposed to improve end-user acceptance of
S&P advice, but which nudges are most efective and under what conditions? More generally, there is a need for future research to robustly
estimate the efects of specifc designs and interventions on improving
end-user acceptance of S&P advice and tools. An open test-bed that
allows for researchers to deploy and assess interventions that are hypothesized to improve S&P acceptance may be particularly fruitful in
that regard. Some prior research towards creating such a test-bed exists
— e.g., the Security Behavior Observatory at Carnegie Mellon (Forget
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et al., 2014); however, to-date, there is no open test-bed that allows for
the measurement of end-user S&P acceptance nor the deployment of
interventions designed to improve S&P acceptance.
With a measurement instrument that can capture small changes to
end-user S&P acceptance after being exposed to specifc interventions,
and a test-bed that allows researchers and practitioners to assess their
proposed interventions in a comparable and controlled environment, one
could imagine creating a public repository to benchmark and compare
how diferent designs and interventions might impact end-user acceptance of expert-recommended S&P advice and tools. The combination
of this scale, testbed, and public repository should, in turn, accelerate
the creation of a science of human-centered security and privacy.
5.2.3

Validating the SPAF and exploring its appropriateness as a
stage-model

Our conception of the role of three SPAF barriers in end-user acceptance
of expert-recommended security and privacy advice draws from the
behavior models discussed in Section 2 and summarized in Table 2.1: i.e.,
the FBM, the C-HIP for warnings, DoI, and the several permutations
of the Technology Acceptance Model. The frst two of these models
systematize the factors that contribute to people’s behavioral response
to an interface indicator or message — what Kahneman and others
refer to as “fast” thinking, or System 1 of a dual-process cognition
model (Kahneman, 2011; Hagger, 2016). An integrative approach to
the design and development of interventions, as discussed above, may
work best for addressing such non-conscious user behaviors, as the three
SPAF concepts will come together in an instant to infuence a user’s
reactions. The second two of these models describe components of more
deliberative, rational, “slow” thinking (Kahneman, 2011; Hagger, 2016),
such as weighing the value of using a password manager (Pearman
et al., 2019), or engaging in the process of software updates (Vaniea
and Rashidi, 2016). Models in this second category (also known as
“System 2”) systematize factors that require more conscious deliberation
over time to alter user behavior (e.g., assessing the perceived relative
advantage of a system is not something one can instantaneously assess).
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The frst open question here is to what extent we can reliably measure a user’s level of awareness, ability, and motivation for a given
expert-recommended security behavior in a model of conscious behavior
change. In this manuscript, we have reviewed the prior literature to fnd
empirical evidence of the awareness, motivation, and ability barriers
that end-users must overcome to accept and adopt expert-recommended
security and privacy behaviors. However, when developing SA-6, Faklaris et al. (2019) found that items theorized to measure awareness,
motivation, and ability resolved to a single-factor psychometric scale,
suggesting that they were too interrelated to be measured independently. Faklaris et al. (2019) has since conducted an interview study
that identifed a common narrative of security adoption segmented
into steps, including two steps labeled Threat Awareness and Security
Learning that may track with the SPAF. More research is needed to
clarify whether awareness, ability, and motivation can be distinctively
measured, or whether they are interrelated to the extent that they arise
together and co-vary together. This might be accomplished in part
by developing more specifc measurement tools, as described above. It
could also be investigated by borrowing measurement protocols from
social-psychology and communication theories that include the SPAF
concepts as distinct variables, such as Protection Motivation Theory,
Self-Efcacy Theory, or Self-Determination Theory. Answering this
question will help point toward whether one SPAF barrier in particular
is most important to target for encouraging S&P behavior change.
The second open question is whether the three SPAF concepts are
likely to occur in a specifc time order. For example, the DoI model
describes the Innovation-Decision Process as generally occurring in
the time order of (1) Knowledge, (2) Persuasion, (3) Decision, (4)
Implementation, and (5) Confrmation. The advantage of knowing the
time order is that we can segment users by their step or “stage” of the
process, then zoom in and identify the factors that diferentiate each
segment and that can explain the evolution of thinking and emotions
about the target behavior. This avoids a “one size fts all” approach
(Egelman and Peer, 2015b) and produces a classifcation scheme that we
can use to design and direct an S&P intervention to those who are most
likely to beneft from it. Recent studies of software updates (Vaniea
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et al., 2014; Vaniea and Rashidi, 2016) and account sharing (Park et
al., 2018; Song et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2022) support the idea that
many consciously enacted security and privacy behaviors evolve through
time in steps or stages. Faklaris (2022) researched toward identifying
a common process model of S&P adoption. If an ideal time order for
the SPAF barriers is clarifed, we then can identify which interventions
are more likely to help people move from one adoption step or stage to
the next — and which are not likely to help. For example, we can test
whether an intervention meant to prompt action (such as a discount
code for a third-party password manager) is a better match for a stage
associated with motivation vs. one that is associated with awareness.
5.2.4

Bridging the social-technical gap in human-centered security
and privacy

Mark Ackerman famously observed that there is often a “divide between
what we know we must support socially and what we can support technically” — he termed this divide the “social-technical” gap and argued
that addressing this gap was the fundamental intellectual challenge
of computer-supported collaborative work (Ackerman, 2000). While
Ackerman’s paper was addressed to the CSCW and social computing
research communities, in particular, his observation holds true for a
broad milieu of human-centered security and privacy research as well.
Indeed, as a case-in-point, Ackerman highlights the social-technical gap
in the Platform for Privacy Preferences Project (P3P) (Cranor, 2003) —
an early attempt to create a privacy standard for the web in which users
could manage their private information vis-a-vis other counterparties
(i.e., other people or institutions). Ackerman argued that static technical
privacy controls in P3P fail to adequately capture the social nuance of
information sharing decisions.
The presence of this social-technical gap can, in turn, afect all
aspects of the SPAF — if technical controls fail to account for social
realities, constraints, and preferences, users will be unable to convert
intention into action, will be unmotivated to incur immediate social
costs for abstract S&P benefts, and will remain unaware of how others
navigate similar S&P challenges. Following Ackerman’s paper, a number
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of researchers in the human-centered privacy and security communities
have called for creation of S&P systems and interfaces that are more
socially aware, relevant, and intelligent (e.g., Lipford and Zurko, 2012,
DiGioia and Dourish, 2005, Das et al., 2014a). Nevertheless, to date,
the vast majority of existing S&P interfaces assume individual users
making individual decisions about individual accounts and resources. As
computing is further enmeshed into the fabric of daily social living — e.g.,
as sensory devices are increasingly immersed into physical environments,
as remote work and collaboration become the norm rather than the
exception, and as communication is increasingly facilitated by Internetconnected devices — it is of increasing importance that S&P controls
are expressive enough to account for social behaviors and constraints.
Indeed, Wu et al. (2022b) argued in their systematization of social
cybersecurity research: “ignoring human social behaviors in designing
S&P systems leads to maladaptive user behaviors that either reduce
security, cause social friction, or both. In contrast, by designing for
and leveraging human social behaviors in S&P systems, there is an
opportunity to both increase the efcacy and the widespread adoption
of those systems.”
Prior work provides some guidance on how to design S&P tools and
controls to address the social-technical gap in human-centered security
and privacy. For example, DiGioia and Dourish (2005) called for increased “social navigation” — i.e., the ability for users to observe traces
of how other users navigate confguring S&P settings and control to
inform their own decisions. Lipford and Zurko (2012) outlined a vision
for “community oversight” in which groups of users can collaboratively
detect security anomalies and foster greater awareness of and motivation to adhere to expert-recommended S&P advice. Chouhan et al.
(2019) operationalized what this community oversight might look like
in the context of mobile phones through a series of co-design activities.
Das (2016) outlined three key design dimensions to design more social
cybersecurity systems — observability, or making it easy for bystanders
to passively observe when those around them are employing pro-S&P
behaviors; cooperation, or allowing groups to act in pursuit of mutually
benefcial S&P outcomes; and stewardship, or delegating S&P decisions
to trusted trusted stewards who act in beneft of others.
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This prior research provides a solid foundation for future work in
bridging the social-technical gap in S&P systems, but designing more
social cybersecurity and privacy systems will not be a panacea and
is likely to introduce its own challenges. For example, in the context
of improving individual S&P acceptance, in an observational study
exploring how users’ use of optional security tools on Facebook correlated
with their friends use of those same tools, Das et al. (2015) found
that when only a few of one’s friends use S&P tools like two-factor
authentication (2fa), one is less likely to use 2fa than if none of one’s
friends use it. In other words, social infuence could have a negative
efect on S&P adoption at low overall levels of adoption. However, the
authors also found that S&P systems that were more social by design,
such as Facebook’s trusted contacts system, were not susceptible to this
negative social efect — even at low levels of overall adoption, users were
more likely to use trusted contacts if even a few of their friends also used
it (Das et al., 2015). In the context of improving group S&P acceptance,
Moju-Igbene et al. (2022) identifed a number of challenges that emerge
from or are exacerbated by the design of social cybersecurity systems
for small, social groups: for example, power inequalities in governance
over shared resources.
In general, while there is a wealth of extant research pointing to
the importance of considering social factors in human-centered S&P,
there remains a ripe opportunity for future research to develop robust
behavioral models of how social factors infuence end-user acceptance
of S&P, and to draw on those behavioral models to develop novel social
cybersecurity systems that improve end-user acceptance of S&P.
5.2.5

Human-AI collaboration to improve end-user S&P acceptance

In discussing prior work seeking to address the ability barrier of the
SPAF, we presented a dichotomy that mirrors a classic debate in humancomputer interaction research more broadly: direct manipulation vs.
intelligent interfaces (Shneiderman and Maes, 1997). Work on direct manipulation aims to make it easier, quicker, or otherwise more amenable
for users to manually translate intention into action: e.g., by reducing
the cognitive burden of strong authentication (Bonneau and Schechter,
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2014) or creating interfaces that make it easier for users to visualize
and modify access control policies (Reeder et al., 2008). Work on intelligent interfaces aims to reduce or even eliminate the burden of S&P
decision making from users entirely by, e.g., proactively setting privacy
controls for users based on learned preferences (Liu et al., 2016a) or automatically authenticating users through behavioral idiosyncrasies that
require no active efort (Monrose and Rubin, 1997). The vast majority
of research on addressing the ability barrier in human-centered S&P, to
date, has focused on improving direct manipulation. However, given the
widespread belief that users are the “weakest link” in secure systems
(Schneier, 2015), there have been calls to remove the human-in-the-loop
from security systems through intelligent automation and stewardship
for decades (Nielsen and Alertbox, 2004). Unsurprisingly, then, with
recent advances in AI and machine learning, there has been renewed
interest in creating novel intelligent interfaces that can automate away
many S&P decisions from end-users. Scholars have called into question the appropriateness of intelligent interfaces and automation in the
context of human-centered S&P, arguing that automation errors are
inevitable and will inevitably lead to user frustration, insecurity, or
both (Edwards et al., 2008).
A potentially promising path forward that has been less well explored
in the context of human-centered S&P is human-AI collaboration (HAIC). HAI-C harkens back to J.C.R. Licklider’s 1960 treatise on “symbiotic
computing” in which human users collaborate and cooperate with
intelligent interfaces to improve performance (Licklider, 1960). HAI-C is
gaining traction across computing more broadly. Collaborative HumanAI systems, for example, have been used to help radiologists diagnose
illness from medical images (Cai et al., 2019), to help customer service
representatives respond to an ever-growing volume of support requests
(Wang et al., 2012), and to help data scientists run exploratory data
analyses (Fast et al., 2018).
In the context of human-centered S&P, rather than striving to
entirely remove the human-in-the-loop, a HAI-C approach would instead
focus on creating symbiotic AI systems that proactively help people
manage S&P decisions while still keeping them informed and aware. One
can envision, for example, the creation of proactive intelligent assistants
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and agents that understand end-user S&P preferences and goals as
they relate to information sharing and work, and proactively help
users confgure S&P controls for new devices, accounts, and contexts.
HAI-C approaches to developing human-centered S&P systems have
great potential but have remained relatively under-explored to date.
Still, there have been some attempts. One such attempt is Liu et al.
(2016a)’s personalized privacy assistant (PPA) project that helps users
confgure their mobile permissions based on their predicted privacy
profle. Through a feld evaluation, the authors found the the PPA to
be efective at helping users confgure their mobile app permissions in a
manner that was more aligned with their preferences. There remains,
however, a ripe opportunity to develop other human-AI symbiotic
systems and assistants for human-centered S&P more broadly.
5.2.6

Human-centered threat modeling

Security is a relative term — one is secure, or not, against an adversary
with specifc capabilities. For example, HTTPS can help prevent one’s
ISP from being able to parse the information being communicated with
Facebook when posting a status update, but does not protect one’s
content from Facebook itself or the law enforcement bodies that can
subpoena Facebook for that information. The adversary that HTTPS
protects against, therefore, is third-parties that can intercept or otherwise snif data packets as they are transmitted over the Internet from
sender to receiver. This adversary is often formalized in security work as
a “threat model”, and almost all security systems have formally codifed
threat models that they are designed to protect against.
However, to date, threat models are typically formalized based on
their technical capabilities and not what end-users are directly concerned
about with respect to S&P. This discrepancy contributes to the broad
motivation barrier that inhibits widespread end-user acceptance of S&P:
S&P are secondary concerns for users, and systems that are designed to
protect against abstract threats — however important — are unlikely to
inspire users into action. In fact, accepting S&P advice to protect against
abstract and seemingly unlikely threats may backfre: prior research
has shown that users sometimes believe that use of stringent security
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measures are only for paranoid people or people who are performing
illicit activities (Gaw et al., 2006). As a result, many users falsely believe
that there is no need for them to take protective measures because they
“have nothing to hide” (Solove, 2007).
One way to address this discrepancy between what S&P systems
protect against and what people actually care about is to incorporate
end-user perspectives in threat modeling through one or more of a
broad range of HCI methodologies, e.g., scenario-based designs, storyboards assessments, co-design sessions, and semi-structured interviews.
While end-users may not have adequate expertise to envision all potential threats, it is imperative that S&P systems address at least one
threat that end-users are actually concerned about. If there is no such
alignment, there will be a stark motivational barrier to overcome. For
example, Logas et al. (2022) introduced decentralized privacy overlays
(DePOs) to allow individuals to share secret content with their friends
on Facebook without uploading that content onto Facebook’s servers;
while their participants appreciated this functionality, they were more
concerned about interpersonal threats (e.g., the wrong friend or family
member seeing their post) than they were about Facebook itself. To
see widespread organic adoption, therefore, DePOs would have to also
help address the more pressing concern on users’ minds when sharing
content on Facebook: that of expressive audience selection.
5.3

What else matters beyond improving end-user S&P acceptance?

Ultimately, encouraging widespread acceptance of expert-recommended
S&P advice is a means to the end of ensuring a secure and trustworthy
cyberspace. Thus, we will end with a brief discussion of what prior
research suggests are important human factors considerations for future
work beyond improving user acceptance of expert-recommended S&P
recommendations.
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Supporting the wider ecosystem of S&P-relevant actors, decision makers, and stakeholders

The implicit focus of this paper has been on the end-user, but end-users
are just one actor in a wider ecosystem of interactors who work to ensure
a secure and trustworthy cyberspace. Other pertinent actors include,
for example, developers, S&P administrators, and regulators. Prior art
suggests the need for future research on supporting these other actors
as they make decisions pertinent to ensuring the S&P of the broader
computing ecosystem. While a full review of this prior work is out of
scope for the current paper, we discuss a few key fndings from prior
work on each of these stakeholders below.
Developers are responsible for creating the S&P infrastructure and
controls underlying the software we all explicitly or implicitly use. In a
position paper highlighting the need for more work on making secure
development more usable, Green and Smith discuss how mistakes caused
by individual developers can have far-reaching S&P consequences (Green
and Smith, 2016): “the Heartbleed and Shellshock vulnerabilities led to
Internet-wide patch cycles in 2014 and...was caused by an individual
developer and afected...millions of users.” It is of paramount importance,
therefore, to build tooling that helps developers avoid S&P mistakes.
Yet, Green and Smith argue, that while usable security research has
focused strongly on end-users, comparatively little attention has been
paid to improving the usability of secure development workfows (Green
and Smith, 2016). They argue that cryptographic APIs and libraries are
not developed in a manner that mitigate developer mistakes and assume
that all developers have high cryptographic expertise. Other researchers
have built on this point, identifying barriers to secure development. Like
end-users, for example, S&P are often secondary concerns for developers
that compete with more primary concerns in their workfows (e.g., timely
product deliveries) and that existing libraries may be both difcult to
use and/or assume high-levels of baseline expertise in S&P concepts
(Acar et al., 2016). Moreover, many developers are not in full control
of their workfows and organizational processes may not adequately
support conscious consideration of S&P (Assal and Chiasson, 2019).
Social norms and infuence can also impact developer use or neglect
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of S&P-relevant libraries (Xiao et al., 2014). Following the call for
improved developer support, researchers have also begun developing
tooling that facilitates the integration of S&P in development workfows
(Li et al., 2017; 2021; Jin et al., 2022). However, research in this space
remains at early stages and there are many opportunities for further
development.
S&P administrators are typically organizational IT staf who identify
and respond to attacks on digital infrastructure that could compromise
the security and/or privacy of an entire organization — e.g., a university
or a corporation. Like developers, administrators have the potential
to afect the S&P of broad swathes of users; yet, to date, there has
been comparatively little focus on understanding and addressing the
challenges faced by administrators. The extant work that has centered
administrator experiences suggest that administrators face signifcant
challenges and that existing tools fall short. Haber and Kandogan (2007)
reported on results from a 5-year long feld study in which they studied
the practices of and challenges faced by security administrators across
16 large organizations in the U.S. The authors note that security administrators — more so than other types of system administrators —
deal with incredible complexity because they must keep up with a continuously increasing attack surface as new vulnerabilities are discovered,
and generally must monitor activity across many diferent, interacting
services and technologies. Despite the importance and complexity of the
work done by security administrators, the authors conclude that the
tools these administrators use are not designed to support their tasks
efectively. Kraemer and Carayon (2007) reported on interviews conducted with 16 network security administrators and security specialists
on how human errors factor into the security posture of an organization. The authors showcased the challenges network administrators face
in balancing security vs other organizational goals, where exceptions
to security policies must often be made to allow for access essential
to work goals that would otherwise be considered insecure practice.
Tiefenau et al. (2020) reported on an interview and subsequent survey
study with security administrators to explore common practices and
obstacles administrators face with keeping systems under their purview
up-to-date. They found that existing tools and infrastructure fail to
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properly support even expert administrators, who struggle to assess
the consequences of many system updates. For example, updating organizations systems often required signifcant communication overhead
and maintenance overhead as end-users would experience unforeseen
complications with their systems after these updates. These barriers, in
turn, limited the ability of security administrators to ensure security at
scale. Relatively little prior work has explored the creation and evaluation of tools that make S&P administration easier, but one notable
exception is work on Let’s Encrypt (Aas et al., 2019) and Certbot — an
automated certifcate authority and command-line confguration tool
that makes enabling HTTPS connections on web servers much easier
(Tiefenau et al., 2019). The success of Let’s Encrypt and Certbot are
illustrative of the impact researchers can have on the S&P of the web
as a whole by improving the usability of the tooling available to S&P
administrators.
Regulators and legislative bodies are tasked with ensuring broad
societal compliance with S&P-relevant regulations. In the U.S., for example, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has the statutory authority
to censure bad actors that act unfairly or deceptively with respect
to consumer privacy, but seeks to do so “without unduly burdening
legitimate business activity” (Ohlhausen, 2014). While the FTC has
emerged as the de facto consumer data protection authority in the
U.S. (Hartzog and Solove, 2014), helping set norms for industry data
protection practices (Hetcher, 2000; Hans, 2012), it is under-resourced
and faces challenges in its ability to keep up with S&P-harms introduced
by new technologies (McSweeny, 2018) and in developing regulatory
approaches that both allow for benefcial uses of data while meeting
the “wide range of consumer preferences for privacy” (Ohlhausen, 2014).
The FTC has called for increased research in modeling consumer privacy
preferences across contexts and demographics (Ohlhausen, 2014). Moreover, researchers have also begun to explore systems that will help large
groups of consumers collectively author privacy grievances that may
help the FTC direct their attention (Wu et al., 2022a). Nevertheless,
research on connecting afected consumers to the FTC remains sparse,
posing a ripe opportunity for future research.
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Emerging technologies, emerging threats, emerging opportunities

As emerging technologies — e.g., self-driving cars, virtual reality, deep
fakes, bio-hacking, misinformation bots — further enmesh computing
into the fabric of society and everyday living, the scope of S&P is
steadily expanding in turn. If S&P are fundamentally about protecting
users against abuse uses of computing systems, in the near future,
S&P problems may no longer be abstract — a security vulnerability
could result in physical harm if, e.g., one’s self-driving car, implanted
sensor, or smart appliance is compromised (e.g., Halperin et al., 2008;
Koscher et al., 2010). Likewise, a privacy vulnerability could allow
attackers to observe and compromise augmented reality experiences
and artifacts that were thought to be personal (Lebeck et al., 2018).
Advances in computer-synthesized and generated content — e.g., with
deep fakes or misinformation bots — could undermine trust in online
discourse and infuence public opinion at scale (Chesney and Citron,
2019). Unsurprisingly, then, the standard discourse around the S&P
implications of emerging technologies are primarily cautionary. Indeed,
as the stakes of insecure computing rise to include material physical
harm, it will only become more important to encourage widespread
acceptance of expert-recommended S&P. We are already beginning to
see many of the aforementioned threats manifest.
However, it is also important to recognize that, with emerging
technologies, there will also likely be new opportunities to improve
end-user acceptance of S&P by addressing the awareness, motivation,
and/or ability barriers. Augmented reality interfaces may be able to
more closely pair S&P controls with physical world artifacts, which
has been shown to increase user acceptance of the S&P controls that
they can leverage (Vaniea et al., 2012). Afective computing devices
may be able to improve end-user motivation to respond to pertinent
cyberthreats by tapping into corporeal threat sensing mechanisms (Do
et al., 2021a; Wilson et al., 2017; Napoli et al., 2020). Intelligent agents
may be able to help users implement expressive access control policies
without signifcant manual efort, reducing ability barriers (Liu et al.,
2016a). It is unclear which emerging technologies will pose the greatest
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opportunity; future research should, however, view these emerging
technologies as both S&P challenges and opportunities.
5.3.3

Enhancing consideration of diversity, equity, and inclusion

Much of the research reviewed and summarized in this monograph
centers the experiences of privileged individuals: e.g., those in North
America or Europe, who are able-bodied, who are wealthy or otherwise
fortunate enough to attend top-ranked universities, who feel as though
they have “nothing to hide” because they generally ft the expected
norms of their cultural or national context. However, a growing body of
research examining the S&P needs of underprivileged and marginalized
populations is surfacing challenges for a wide spectrum of individuals
that are not being adequately addressed by existing expert-recommended
systems and advice. Indeed, experts may even be exacerbating these
inequities. A full review of this prior work is, again, out of scope for
this paper; nevertheless, we cover some key points of interest below as
they relate to the SPAF.
Prior research has shown that inequities across demographic and
socioeconomic categories can afect awareness of S&P threats and the
recommended mitigation measures thereof. For example, through a
census-representative telephone survey of 3000 respondents exploring
the relationship between demographics and S&P advice sources on
the Internet, Redmiles et al. (2017) found that less educated users
draw from diferent sources of S&P advice than more educated users,
and that users’ reported S&P incidents are related to their advice
sources. Specifcally, users with lower levels of education were slightly
more likely to get S&P advice from friends and much less likely to get
advice from coworkers or online sources; moreover, those who got advice
from coworkers and online sources were less likely to report a negative
incident with respect to S&P. In subsequent work, Redmiles (2018)
explored inequities in social media privacy behaviors across educational
and income strata through a probabilistic telephone survey with 3000
people. The author discovered some evidence to suggest that there may
be an “inherited” digital inequality in that higher-income parents and
parents who reported higher levels of education were more likely to
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help their children set up privacy settings in social media. Individuals
in diferent demographic categories also varied in the types of privacypreserving behaviors they enacted: e.g., men were more likely than
women to turn of cookies, but less likely than women to report using
privacy settings on social media.
Prior research also suggests that marginalization and cultural background can correlate with motivation to adhere to expert-recommended
S&P advice. One reason for this diference in motivation is the disproportionate harms of S&P violations: minority populations tend to be
in more danger of institutional surveillance and the harms that follow.
Surveillance scholar Simone Browne, for example, famously observed
that there is a disproportionate surveillance of Blackness in the U.S.
(Browne, 2015), and others have explored how this manifests in, e.g.,
predictive policing (Jeferson, 2018). Likewise, scholars have studied the
S&P motivations of other minority populations, such as undocumented
immigrants and sex workers, and have shown that these populations
exhibit a range of behavioral responses — e.g., hyper-vigiliance, resignation, and non-participation — in response to the ever-present threat
of institutional surveillance (Guberek et al., 2018; Vannini et al., 2020;
McDonald et al., 2021). Similarly, in other regions of the world, journalists and scholars have noted that surveillance tends to focus on specifc
minority population: e.g., Uighur muslims in China (Beydoun, 2022).
Beyond institutional surveillance, some demographic subsets are more
prone to interpersonal S&P harms as well: StalkerWare, for example,
can harm both men and women but is more commonly used to harm
women (Chatterjee et al., 2018). When some populations are more likely
to experience S&P harms, or are punished more severely when S&P
systems fail, it is unsurprising that motivation to protect oneself from
specifc harms might vary across demographic contexts.
Cultural infuence can also play a role (Dourish and Anderson, 2006):
for example, prior research has shown that the most efective messaging
in security awareness campaigns varies in diferent cultural contexts
(Bada et al., 2019) — e.g., some cultural contexts respond more to
collectivist messaging where improving one’s S&P posture is seen more
as a social good. Prior work has also suggested that cultural context can
afect the frequency of “triggers” that precede S&P behavioral changes,
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with users from India being more likely to self-report a social behavioral
trigger than users in the U.S. (Das et al., 2019a).
Finally, prior research also suggests that calibrating to and designing
for dominant groups can create ability barriers for other groups. One
simple example is facial recognition, which is now available as a primary
form of authentication for many modern smartphones. Buolamwini and
Gebru (2018) illustrated how many commonly used commercial facial
recognition algorithms worked less well for Black people and women
than for white people and men, in part because those algorithms were
predominantly trained on white and male faces. While facial recognition
itself raises ethical and privacy questions, this fnding suggests that
any attempt to use facial-recognition based authentication using these
algorithms would inherently privilege white men over other groups.
Costanza-Chock (2018) described how an assumption of binary gender norms in safety technology design can result in unintended but
signifcant privacy violations for non-binary and transgender individuals. Finally, while S&P technologies are often inhibiting in nature,
the encumbrances they impose are often disproportionately worse for
people with disabilities. CAPTCHAs, for example, remain of most significant accessibility hurdles for people with visual impairments (WebAIM,
2017), and even alternatives designed to be more accessible — like
audioCAPTCHAs — are often slower and more cognitively demanding
for people with visual impairments than visual CAPTCHAs are for
others (Bigham and Cavender, 2009; Fanelle et al., 2020).
Recognizing that extant research in S&P often fails to account
for the experiences and needs of those on the margins, Wang (2018)
outlined a vision for “inclusive security” in which researchers focus
on “designing security and privacy mechanisms that are inclusive to
people with various characteristics, abilities, needs and values.” Indeed,
if the ultimate goal is to encourage widespread acceptance of expertrecommended S&P advice, it is of paramount importance that we
prioritize research agendas that address the awareness, motivation, and
ability barriers for those users who are often neglected but stand to
beneft most.

6
Conclusion

How can we encourage end-user acceptance of expert-recommended
cybersecurity and privacy behaviors? Addressing this question is a
longstanding grand challenge in S&P. Indeed, a 2020 report from McAfee
estimated that the global impact of cybercrime exceeded $1 trillion
USD annually (Smith and Lostri, 2020). Separately, a 2022 Verizon
report on analyzing 5212 security breaches found that the “human
element” drove 82% of those breaches (Verizon, 2022). More generally,
the S&P behaviors that experts recommend only thinly overlap with the
behaviors that people fnd important and adopt (Ion et al., 2015; Busse
et al., 2019). Thus, reducing human error by encouraging or facilitating
pro-S&P behaviors remains of broad societal importance.
In this paper, we reviewed prior work in human-centered S&P to
systematize barriers to end-user acceptance of pro-S&P behaviors. We
found three such barriers: (1) awareness, or the observation that people
do not know of relevant security threats and the tools available to protect
themselves against those threats; (2) motivation, or the observation
that people either do not trust in the efcacy of pro-S&P behaviors
to defend against pertinent S&P threats or believe that the costs of
implementing those behaviors are too high relative to their benefts;
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and, (3) ability, or the observation that people often do not know
when, why, and how to accurately implement pro-S&P behaviors, and
thus struggle with turning intention into efective action. These three
barriers, taken together, make up what we call the “Security & Privacy
Acceptance Framework”, or the SPAF. We next reviewed the existing
body of work in human-centered S&P aimed at increasing security
acceptance for the average user. Using the SPAF as a lens, we analyzed
why, despite decades of improvements to the usability of end-user S&P
systems, widespread acceptance of pro-S&P behaviors remains low: a
large majority of prior work to this point has focused on addressing just
one the three barriers, typically ability.
Our synthesis of the literature points to a number of fascinating
open opportunities and questions for future work. One clear next step
is validate the conceptual framework on the SPAF into an empirically
supported model with predictive power. Doing so will require creating
measurement instruments that can gauge a user’s likelihood to accept
a given expert-recommended security behavior based on their awareness, motivation, and ability. These scales will need to be situationally
customizable, as general attitudes towards security will likely not adequately capture a user’s awareness, motivation, and ability for any given
S&P behavior. In addition, while many existing interventions in usable
S&P have been shown to be efective at addressing one or more of the
barriers in the SPAF, there are relatively few interventions that target
all barriers. Integrative approaches that target awareness, motivation,
and ability together are likely to be more efective at driving end-user
acceptance and adoption of pro-S&P behaviors. In Section 5, we further
discuss specifc opportunities that may be particularly fruitful to explore:
i.e., making S&P more social, exploring human-AI collaboration, building a culture of human-centered threat modeling in S&P development,
and creating equitable S&P systems that address the SPAF barriers for
more than just the “average user.”
To conclude, the SPAF helps systematize the barriers that endusers face when considering whether or not to accept or reject expertrecommended S&P advice and behaviors. Moreover, it can be used
to help diagnose where extent attempts at improving end-user S&P
acceptance falls short and provide insights into how those attempts
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can be improved. We urge researchers and practitioners in usable S&P,
therefore, to use the SPAF as a lens through which they might diagnose
why existing interventions are rejected by end-users, and to explore
designs that instead address each of the awareness, motivation, and
ability barriers to increase end-user acceptance of pro-S&P behaviors.
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